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Abstract 

 

This thesis proposes a connection between ideophones and polarity sensitivity, 

phenomena that belong to two domains of linguistics, usually pursued independently: 

typology and formal grammar. The focus is on Udihe (Manchu-Tungusic) ideophones: 

words that convey visual, audible, tactile, and other impressions with particular vividness 

and are characterized by frequent sound-symbolism, as well as morphological and 

phonological deviancy. Among many features that set ideophones apart from the rest of 

the lexicon is their restricted distribution: ideophones tend not to co-occur with negation. 

Such selectivity is also a hallmark of positive polarity items, a class of words and 

expressions that are blocked in negative or nonveridical contexts. Building on a 

veridicality account, I suggest that the source of positive polarity of Udihe ideophones is 

witnessedness that signals direct evidence, or purposefully creates an illusion thereof, as 

in folk tales and myths. Witnessedness is not systematically overtly expressed, and can be 

detected by the effect that it has on its environment. First, it bans ideophones from 

negative, interrogative, conditional, and other irrealis contexts; second, it precludes their 

co-occurrence with discourse particles that express uncertainty or probability. The 

proposed witnessedness sensitivity of ideophones is extended to the Udihe uninflected 

expressive verbs. Integration of ideophones into the polarity framework, on the one hand, 

may help to connect this so far isolated topic to a wider domain of linguistic research, 

and, on the other hand, allows for a better understanding of the nature and possible 

sources of positive polarity sensitivity. 
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Chapter I 

Introduction 

 

This chapter situates the thesis on the intersection of two strands of research 

(ideophones and positive polarity), shows why these topics have been so far disjoint, and 

provides the overall outline of the thesis. Many authors have observed that ideophones 

display exceptional behavior in various respects, thus, Kunene
1
 describes the Sotho 

(Bantu) ideophones as “linguistic rebels.” Indeed, ideophones tend to be exempt from 

phonological constraints, otherwise active across the rest of the language, are 

prosodically highlighted and prone to sound symbolism and reduplication. A less 

noticeable peculiarity of ideophones is their limited occurrence within a sentence: they 

tend to favor past tense, and normally do not occur in questions, conditionals, or under 

the scope of negation. The exact nature of such a restricted distribution has never been 

discussed in terms of polarity and remains not fully understood.  

The reason why the positive polarity sensitivity of ideophones has been largely 

unnoticed is that these phenomena belong to two autonomous domains of linguistic 

inquiry: ideophones traditionally belong to descriptive and typological linguistics, while 

polarity sensitivity theories are an established part of formal grammar that is interested in 

theory of Natural Language (not languages). Most research on ideophones has been 

generally conducted as part of language documentation projects, and is largely 

                                                 
1
 Daniel P. Kunene, “Speaking the Act: The Ideophone as a Linguistic Rebel,” Ideophones, eds. F. 

K. Erhard Voeltz, and Christa Kilian-Hatz (Amsterdam: Benjamins, 2001) 251. 

 



2 

 

empirically driven rather than theoretically based. Recent expansion of typological 

coverage has not resulted in a better understanding of this word class, and research on 

ideophones “is still in the data collection stage.”
2
 

 Ideophones are usually associated with sound symbolism, a notion that has been 

incompatible with the generativist framework. Apologists of sound symbolism, iconicity 

and phonosemantics often point out the challenge that these phenomena present to 

Universal Grammar, but from the viewpoint of the generative theory, language-specific 

iconic principles are rather plainly irrelevant, while the idea that grammatical structure 

iconically reflects conceptual structure is an inherent part of generative grammar.
3
 

One of the most salient questions in the vast typological literature on ideophones 

is whether they are a separate word class or a subclass within already existing classes. 

Under the prototype-based approach that suggests gradient integration of sound 

symbolism in language,
4
 a word can be an ideophone to a greater or smaller extent. 

Advocates of this view tone down irregularity of this apparently peculiar word class. 

Other authors, on the contrary, stress idiosyncratic features of ideophones and 

concentrate on the cultural significance of ideophones and their special performative 

function in oral discourse: to effectively transfer experience of an event to listeners by 

means of conveying a particular sense of immediacy, to describe rather than indicate. The 

                                                 
2
 David K. Harrison, “South Siberian Sound Symbolism,” Languages and Prehistory of Central 

Siberia, ed. Edward Vajda (Amsterdam: Benjamins, 2004) 199-215. 

 
3
 Frederick Newmeyer, “Iconicity and Generative Grammar,” Language 68 (1992): 789. 

 
4
 For example, Åsa Abelin, “Studies in Sound Symbolism,” diss., Göteborg U, 1999; or Kimi 

Akita, “Gradient Integration of Sound Symbolism in Language: Toward a Crosslinguistic Generalization,” 

Japanese/Korean Linguistics, eds. Shoichi Iwasaki et al. (Stanford, CA: CSLI, 2009) 217-230.  
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distinction between two kinds of meaning has appeared in various forms. Diffloth
5
 and 

Mithun,
6
 among others, suggest that ideophones belong to a special expressive mode of 

meaning, which corresponds to the non-truth-conditional (versus truth-conditional) kind 

of linguistically encoded information, or, in terms of Kita,
7
 to the affecto-imagistic 

(versus analytic) semiotic dimension.  

Ideophones, along with interjections, were frequently used as an argument in 

debates on language origin and evolution. Kita
8
 takes lack of integration of Japanese 

mimetics in the ordinary lexicon as evidence that they are “fossils of protolanguage,” and 

aims at reconstructing how the mind of its speakers represented the world. Even if 

syntactically nonintegrated sound-symbolic words reflect some aspects of protolanguage 

(which is difficult to prove), this does not mean that we can infer general properties of the 

protolanguage from the modern Japanese mimetics, as Kita does. There is no need to say 

that the formal theoretical school of linguistics frowns upon any attempts to infer the 

“world-view” from language, let alone “protolanguage.”  

Another controversial issue is the cross-linguistic universality of ideophones. 

What are the factors responsible for favoring or disfavoring ideophones in a language, 

and why are ideophones abundant in some languages but meager in others? To the best of 

                                                 
5
 Gérard Diffloth, “Expressives in Semai,” Austroasiatic Studies, pt.1, eds. Philip N. Jenner, 

Laurence C. Thompson, and Stanley Starosta (Honolulu: U of Hawaii P, 1976) 249-264.  

 
6
 Marianne Mithun, “The Synchronic and Diachronic Behavior of Plops, Squeaks, Croaks, Sighs, 

and Moans,” International Journal of American Linguistics 48 (1982): 49-58. 

 
7
 Sotaro Kita, “Two-Dimensional Semantic Analysis of Japanese Mimetics,” Linguistics 35 

(1997): 379-415.  

  
8
 Sotaro Kita, “World-View of Protolanguage Speakers as Inferred from Semantics of Sound 

Symbolic Words: A Case of Japanese Mimetics,” The Origins of Language: Unraveling Evolutionary 

Forces, ed. Nobuo Masataka (Tokyo: Springer, 2008) 32.  
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my knowledge, ideophones and sound symbolism have never been treated in the 

framework of Universal Grammar. Establishing causal relations between culture and 

grammatical structure that is associated with work on ideophones in the anthropologically 

oriented linguistic literature surely often scares generativists away from this field. A need 

has emerged to restore the “tarnished reputation”
9
 of sound symbolism in current 

linguistics, and to demystify the lexical class of ideophones by offering an intra-linguistic 

systematic explanation for their patterns. Steps in this direction are so far not numerous,
10

 

but they demonstrate that ideophones are, probably, not “a totally separate class of weird 

words as often purported.”
11

  

If we turn to polarity studies, the picture reverses: paradoxically, this area of 

research enjoys an abundance of different theories, but suffers from lack of a cross-

linguistic perspective, concentrating on a small number of expressions in English and 

other European “ideophonically impoverished”
12

 languages (mostly Dutch, Italian, 

Greek, German and French). The main concepts here are not likely to arouse controversy: 

negative polarity items (henceforth NPIs), such as any, ever, or lift a finger, are generally 

defined as words and expressions which are attracted by negation and repelled by 

                                                 
9
 Gérard Diffloth, “i: Big, a: Small,” Sound Symbolism, eds. Leanne Hinton, Johanna Nichols and 

John Ohala (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1994) 107.  

 
10

 e.g., Junko Itô and Armin Mester, “Japanese Phonology,” The Handbook of Phonological 

Theory, ed. John A. Goldsmith (Cambridge, MA: Blackwell Publishers, 1995) 817-838; Sharon Inkelas and 

Cheryl Zoll, Reduplication: Doubling in Morphology (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2005); and Akita 

“Gradient Integration of Sound Symbolism in Language.” 

 
11

 Paul Newman, “Are Ideophones Really as Weird and Extra-Systematic as Linguists Make Them 

out to Be?” Voeltz and Kilian-Hatz, 251-258. 

 
12

 I borrowed this epithet from Janis B. Nuckolls, “To Be or Not to Be Ideophonically 

Impoverished,” Texas Linguistics Forum (SALSA XI) 47 (2004): 131-142. 
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affirmative contexts, while positive polarity items (PPIs, typically exemplified by English 

some, utterly, and would rather) are repelled by negative contexts. Nonetheless, there is 

no unanimity with respect to types of polarity items and sources of their polarity: results 

depend on the type of analysis adopted; furthermore, different theories choose to focus on 

different sets of polarity expressions, and the bulk of research concentrates on negative 

polarity items. There is no symmetry between positive and negative polarity: while NPIs 

are “licensed” by negation, positive polarity items do not have a syntactic “licensor,” they 

are rather “anti-licensed” (blocked) by negation. Positive polarity has been center of 

attention of the syntactico-semantic
13

 and pragmatically-oriented approaches
14

 that take 

into account presuppositions, information structure and the overall discourse.  

Now, a natural question may arise: “What does the polarity label add to the 

already recognized fact that ideophones defy negation?” – Crucially, the polarity 

framework helps ask meaningful research questions, formulated by Israel,
15

 following 

Ladusaw
16

: 

Licensing:  How are polarity items licensed?  

What makes polarity contexts a natural class? 

 

Sensitivity:  What makes polarity items sensitive to polarity?  

Are there features which all polarity items share and which might 

explain their sensitivities? 

                                                 
13

 Øystein Nilsen, “Domains for Adverbs,” Lingua 114 (2004): 809–847. 

 
14

 Anastasia Giannakidou, Polarity Sensitivity as (Non)veridicality (Amsterdam: Benjamins, 

1998); Michael Israel, “The Pragmatics of Polarity,” The Handbook of Pragmatics, eds. Laurence Horn and 

Gregory Ward (Oxford: Blackwell, 2004) 701‐723.  

 
15

 Israel, “The Pragmatics of Polarity.” 

 
16

 William Ladusaw, “Negation and Polarity Items,” The Handbook of Contemporary Semantic 

Theory, ed. Shalom Lappin (Oxford: Blackwell, 1996) 326. 
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Diversity:  Why do different polarity items, both within and across languages, 

often exhibit different sensitivities?  

Is polarity sensitivity a unified phenomenon? 

  

With respect to ideophones, this means, first, to understand what brings together 

negative, future, interrogative, conditional, subjunctive and other contexts where 

ideophones can occur; second, to identify the semantic features associated with 

ideophones that make them sensitive to these contexts; and, third, to try to find a 

“common denominator” shared by ideophones and other PPIs. The current thesis does not 

aim to provide comprehensive answers for these fundamental questions; it simply 

suggests another way of looking at ideophones. There is hope that incorporation of 

ideophones into polarity studies will be mutually enriching for both areas and will expand 

the range of previously identified positive polarity items both cross-linguistically and 

intra-linguistically.  

The thesis consists of four chapters. The second chapter starts with a brief survey 

of literature on sound symbolism and phonosemantics, then turns to previous cross-

linguistic studies of ideophones, and finally presents a case study of Udihe,
17

 a language 

with a rich repertoire of ideophones. The third chapter turns to polarity sensitivity. It 

reviews the main trends of analysis that have been developed in the literature on polarity: 

syntactic, formal semantic, and pragmatic accounts. The pragmatic veridicality 

                                                 
17

 Udihe is a highly endangered Manchu-Tungusic language of the Russian Far East, spoken by 

fewer than 100 people. The Udihe live in several multi-ethnic settlements, scattered over an extensive 

territory in the Ussuri taiga. The older generation is bilingual or sometimes multilingual: apart from Udihe 

and Russian, they may know some Chinese and Nanai. The youth speaks only Russian, and the 

transmission of the Udihe language to children has stopped. For more information, see Irina Nikolaeva and 

Maria Tolskaya, A Grammar of Udihe (Berlin: Mouton, 2001).  
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approach
18

 is singled out as the most promising for Udihe ideophones. Veridicality 

indicates whether the speaker is committed to the truth of the utterance; it can result from 

logical inference and does not necessarily suppose visual or other sensual evidence. This 

approach needs refinement to account for abundance of Udihe ideophonic PPIs in myths 

or magic tales where commitment to the truth is not expected. Central to the thesis is the 

section that defines the source of positive polarity of Udihe ideophones as witnessedness 

that indicates whether the event was (at least, allegedly) personally witnessed by the 

speaker or one of the characters. The notion of witnessedness is stronger than veridicality: 

“witnessed” contexts are a subclass of veridical environments. An advantage of the 

witnessedness account is that it allows us to make a link with sound-symbolic properties 

of ideophones and to capture the interaction of polarity with evidentiality. The proposed 

approach can be carried over to Udihe expressive perfective verbs that pattern together 

with ideophones in a variety of ways. Most importantly, expressive perfective verbs are 

morphologically and phonologically deviant, prosodically foregrounded and incompatible 

with negation, which suggests their ideophone-like status. The final section contains the 

conclusion. Appendix I provides a list of Udihe ideophones with translations, Appendix 

II presents pitch diagrams of sentences with ideophones, and Appendix III is a list of 

abbreviations.  

Most examples cited come from original texts (folk tales and narratives) in the 

Southern dialect of Udihe. They were recorded between 1989 and 2006 in the settlement 

                                                 
18

 Anastasia Giannakidou, “Negative and Positive Polarity Items: Variation, Licensing, and 

Compositionality,” Semantics: An International Handbook of Natural Language Meaning, eds. Claudia 

Maienborn et al. (Berlin: Mouton, 2011).  
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of Krasnyi Yar on the river Bikin and for the most part published.
19

 The source of these 

examples is not shown in the footnotes. Examples in the Northern dialect from works, 

published by other authors,
20

 with added English translations and glosses, are fully 

referenced in the footnotes. 

                                                 
19

 Irina Nikolaeva, Elena Perekhvalskaya, and Maria Tolskaya, Udeghe (Udihe) Folk Tales 

(Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 2002); Irina Nikolaeva, Elena Perekhvalskaya and Maria Tolskaya, 

Udeghe Texts (Kyoto: Endangered Languages of the Pacific Rim, 2003). 

 
20

 Evgenij R. Schneider, Kratkij udegejsko-russkij slovar‟ [A Concise Udege-Russian Dictionary] 

(Moscow: Uchpedgiz, 1936); Mikhail D. Simonov and Valentina T. Kyalundzyuga, A Dictionary of the 

Udeghe (Udihe) Language. Khor River Region Dialect. 3 vols. (Stęszew: International Institute of 

Ethnolinguistic and Oriental Studies, 1998); Mikhail D. Simonov, Valentina T. Kyalundzyuga, and Marina 

M. Khasanova, Fol‟klor udegejcev [The Folklore of the Udihe] (Novosibirsk: SO RAN, 1998); Igor V. 

Kormushin, Udyhejskij (udegejskij) jazyk [The Udihe (Udeghe) Language] (Moscow: Nauka, 1998).  
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Chapter II 

Iconicity, Sound Symbolism, and Udihe Ideophones 

 

This chapter consists of two parts: it starts with a brief review of the debate about 

sound symbolism, introducing key concepts and basic terms, relevant for cross-linguistic 

studies of ideophones, and finally presents a case study of Udihe.  

 

Iconicity and Sound Symbolism Literature Review 

Iconicity (a linkage between form and meaning) and its branch sound symbolism 

(a linkage between phonetic form and meaning of a word, also known as 

phonosemantics) are only indirectly related to polarity sensitivity of ideophones, the 

major claim of my thesis, but they play an important role among criteria for 

distinguishing ideophones from the conventional vocabulary. Sound symbolism has been 

extensively discussed by philosophers, anthropologists, poets, and dilettantes, but in 

linguistics, it remains a highly controversial, though little investigated subject.  

A comprehensive survey of the literature on this topic, starting with Plato”s 

Cratylus dialogue that raised all the major issues of what became later associated with the 

“arbitrariness of the sign,” is presented in the Introduction to the collection of articles on 

sound symbolism by Hinton et al.
21

 I will not delve into the earlier phase of sound 

symbolism studies, and will start with the tradition that stems from semiotics and 

                                                 
21

 Leanne Hinton, Johanna Nichols and John Ohala, “Introduction: Sound Symbolic Processes,” 

Hinton, Nichols, and Ohala 1-12. 
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iconicity, associated with Charles Peirce.
22

 The classical iconicity approach builds upon 

Peirce‟s division of signs into indices, symbols, and icons – three different levels of 

relationship between cognition and form. Icons, in their turn, are divided into diagrams, 

images, and metaphors. Diagrammatic iconicity plays the most important role in 

language structure.  

There is a large body of work on iconicity and sound symbolism in a variety of 

linguistic traditions, with a notable exception of formal (generative) linguistics that has 

been strongly influenced by Saussurian structuralism with its principle of “arbitrariness 

of the sign.”
23

 The lack of interest in iconicity and sound symbolism in generative 

grammar is due to two facts: first, the principle of phonological and morphological 

compositionality of linguistic units has been central in mainstream linguistics; and, 

second, formal linguistics rejects any kind of extralinguistic motivation as an explanation 

of grammatical structure. Nevertheless, at the present, iconicity has received some 

attention in the formal linguistic literature. Thus, Newmeyer argued that iconicity is fully 

compatible with generative grammar, even though irrelevant to it: the claim that 

“grammatical structure is an iconic reflection of conceptual structure ... has literally been 

built into standard versions of generative grammar.”
 24

  

The influence of iconicity principles on formal theories of morphology, both in 

functionalist and generativist frameworks, has been recently discussed by Downing and 

                                                 
22

 Charles S. Peirce, "Logic as Semiotic: The Theory of Signs," 1902, Philosophical Writings, ed. 

Justus Buchler (New York: Dover, 1955) 98-119. 

 
23

 Ferdinand de Saussure, Course in General Linguistics, 1916 (La Salle: Open Court, 1983) 67. 

 
24

 Newmeyer 789.  
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Stiebels.
25

 Iconicity principles, understood as the association between marked expression 

and marked content, are used, for example, to account for the choice of features and 

feature values in Minimalist Morphology, and are employed in Optimality Theory. 

Japanese mimetic palatalization system played a crucial role in the development of 

Feature Theory in phonology,
26

 but the iconic nature of this system remained toned 

down. 

In functionalist and psycholinguistic usage-based frameworks, that view language 

predominantly as a means of communication, sound symbolism and iconicity had their 

proponents among several generations of linguists: from Roman Jakobson
27

 and Dwight 

Bolinger,
28

 to Benjamin Bergen,
29

 and remain an incredibly persistent means of linguistic 

explanation. One of the central concepts of sound symbolism is phonaestheme, or sub-

morpheme, a unit larger that a phoneme but smaller than a morpheme that displays some 

form-meaning linkage. The term phonaestheme was coined in 1930 by Firth for “initial 

and final phone groups not ordinarily recognized as having any function.”
30

 Some of the 

most studied English phonaesthemes are initial consonant clusters gl in words, related to 

light and vision (glow, glare, glitter, glimmer, glance, glint, glisten), and fl that occurs in 

                                                 
25

 Laura J. Downing, and Barbara Stiebels, “Iconicity,” The Handbook of Exponence, ed. Jochen 

Trommer (Oxford: Oxford UP, 2011) (forthcoming). 

 
26

 Armin Mester and Junko Itô, “Feature Predictability and Underspecification: Palatal Prosody in 

Japanese Mimetics,” Language 65.2 (1989): 258-293. 

 
27

 Roman Jakobson, Lectures on Sound and Meaning (Cambridge: MIT P, 1937). 

 
28

 Dwight Bolinger, “Rime, Assonance, and Morpheme Analysis,” Word 6.1 (1950): 117-136. 

 
29

 Benjamin K. Bergen, “The Psychological Reality of Phonaesthemes,” Language 80.2 (2004). 

 
30

 John Firth, Speech, 1930, The Tongues of Men and Speech, ed. Peter Strevens (Oxford: Oxford 

UP, 1964) 184. 
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a large number of words, related to movement (flow, flare, flitter, flutter, flicker, float 

etc.). This phenomenon has been described for different languages, including Swedish
31

 

and Japanese,
32

 but many research questions still remain debated - among them, 

universality and innateness of phonaesthemes, degree of their conventionalization and 

productivity, psychological reality and cognitive benefits of sound symbolism.  

In typologically-oriented functional linguistics, whose fundamental question is 

“Why is language structure the way it is?” iconicity is sometimes understood as non-

arbitrariness. Under this view, iconicity accounts for motivation at various levels of 

language, not only in the lexicon, but also in morphology and syntax. Haspelmath
33

 

proposed frequency of occurrence as an alternative to iconicity to explain asymmetries in 

morphology. The classical iconicity approach is in constant development and scrutiny: 

for example, Bergen
34

 suggested that, in addition to compositionality, statistical sound-

meaning pairings are relevant to morphological organization of the lexicon. 

It is a common practice to distinguish between two kinds of linguistically encoded 

information: describing versus indicating, or truth-conditional versus non-truth-

conditional meaning. This approach postulates different types of semantic representation 

(“cognitive subsystems,” “dimensions,” or “strata”) that correspond to different modes of  

communication. Thus, Diffloth proposes that in Korean and Semai (a Mon-Khmer 

                                                 
31

 Abelin. 

 
32

 Shoko Hamano, The Sound-Symbolic System of Japanese (Stanford: CSLI, 1998). 

 
33

 Martin Haspelmath, “Frequency vs. Iconicity in Explaining Grammatical Asymmetries,” 

Cognitive Linguistics 19.1 (2008): 1-33. 

 
34

 Bergen. 
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language), expressives “constitute a parallel sublanguage”
35

 and “probably represent a 

mode of meaning quite different from the analytic-synthetic noun-verb system.”
36

 

Similarly, Mithun
37

 introduces a “shift into expressive mode” for expressive lexicon of 

Iroquoian languages, and Kita
38

 puts forward a separate affecto-imagistic (vs. analytic) 

dimension for Japanese mimetics, which underwent harsh criticism from Tsujimura.
39

  

Remarkably, a similar proposal comes from Zwicky and Pullum
40

 who suggest a 

dichotomy between plain and expressive morphology to account for “whimsical linguistic 

devices” (like Bantu ideophones, or the English shm- reduplication and kerplop model) 

that do not fit well into the standard compositional theory of morphology. They give the 

following purely functional explanation: expressive morphology enables such formations 

“to stand out, to call attention to themselves – and so to serve their expressive function.” 

Their proposal, which might be more aptly named comorphology, is comparable to the 

cophonology theory that has been proposed by Inkelas and Zoll
41

 to explain lexical 

stratification in Japanese.  
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As distinct from the above mentioned lexical stratification approaches that single 

out the sound-symbolic lexicon as a separate dimension within or in addition to 

recognized language levels, there are hypotheses of gradient integration of sound 

symbolism in language.
42

 Hinton et al.
43

 suggested
 

a four-category typology that 

represents different degrees of sound-meaning linkage: 

1) Corporeal sound symbolism (“the use of certain sounds or intonation patterns 

to express the internal state of the speaker, emotional or physical”).  

2) Imitative sound symbolism (onomatopoeic words that represent environmental 

sounds). 

3) Synesthesia (“acoustic symbolization of non-acoustic phenomena,” whereby 

certain vowels, consonants, and suprasegmentals consistently represent size, shape and 

other properties of objects.)  

 4) Conventionalized sound symbolism (“the analogical association of certain 

phonemes and clusters with certain meanings,” as in the phonaesthemic cluster gl). This 

category is close to the arbitrary end of the language scale and is language-specific. 

 

Ideophones across languages tend to rely on three types of sound-meaning 

linkage: onomatopoeia, synesthesia and conventionalized sound symbolism, while 

corporeal sound symbolism is relevant to interjections.  

Linda Waugh views iconicity in the lexicon as “a continuum going from the fully 

iconic at one end, to the fully non-iconic at the other end, with many degrees of iconicity 

                                                 
42
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in between.”
44

 She acknowledges “the delicate balance between two fundamental 

dynamic forces of language, one toward iconicity and the other toward non-iconicity,” 

but this does not preclude her from ending her paper with a jocular slogan: “it is time to 

slay the dragon of arbitrariness.”
45

 Nevertheless, the balance between iconicity and non-

iconicity remains a constructive suggestion; it can be seen as a reflection of the tension 

between iconicity and economy, irregularity vs. compositionality, or between structural 

transparency and processing parsimony, as recent cognitive semantics approaches, based 

on experimental methods, suggest.  

Here a note on terminology is due. The earlier works on sound symbolism and 

iconicity carefully distinguished between onomatopoeia, imitatives, mimetics, ideophones 

and expressives. For example, Diffloth
46

 reserved the term onomatopoeia for Semai 

nouns and verbs that display acoustic symbolism, ideophones – for words, displaying 

phonological symbolism of any kind and having distinct morpho-syntactic properties, and 

expressives – for words that have the same morpho-syntactic properties as ideophones, 

but whose symbolism is not necessarily phonological. In this taxonomy, expressives are 

the broadest category and contain ideophones that include onomatopoetic forms as a 

subclass. However, other authors used these terms in different ways, which did not 

necessarily reveal typological differences of a linguistic nature, but for the most part 

reflected various descriptive traditions: the term mimetics conventionally applied to 
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Japanese, ideophones – to African languages, and expressives – to languages of South 

Asia.  

From the very onset, ideophonic research was mostly confined to a viewpoint of a 

single language, language family or a particular linguistic area, and a cross-linguistic 

investigation of this peculiar class of words had not begun until after the First 

International Symposium on Ideophones, held in 1999 in Germany. The term ideophone 

has gradually supplanted other terms for sound-symbolic and iconic lexical items in 

languages of the world. An exception is made for mimetics as a tribute to the time-

honored Japanese linguistic tradition, that divides the vocabulary into four major strata: 

Yamato (native), Sino-Japanese (old borrowings from Chinese), Foreign (recent loans 

from English), and Mimetics (sound symbolic words).
47

 Against this background, 

application of the term ideophone to Udihe seems justified, especially since this became a 

quite established practice in the Russian Manchu-Tungusic and Uralic studies.
48 

 

More recent approaches to sound symbolism are much less concerned with the 

last century”s semiotic wars; they rely on cognitive semantics methods and focus on the 

role that sound symbolism plays in the mental organization of language, and aim at 

finding an appropriate place for phonaesthemes in various theories of morphology. 

Experimental accounts, mostly concentrating on European languages and Japanese, use 

psycholinguistic methods, such as the study of lexical access, phonaesthemic priming or 
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production and perception of neologisms,
49

 and statistical, language-independent methods 

for evaluating candidate phonaesthemes.
50

 Experimental and psycholinguistic accounts 

investigate the role of iconicity and arbitrariness for learning, production, and 

comprehension,
51

 the phonetic mechanism of sound symbolism,
52

 and the psychological 

reality of phonaesthemes, irrespective of whether they are analyzed as morphemes, sound 

symbolism, or some other linguistic phenomenon.
53

 This clearly indicates “a startling 

persistence of resurgence of essentially pre-structural views on the matter of sound 

symbolism,” as Michael Silverstein noted.
54

  

“Arbitrariness of the sign” is linked to an even more divisive issue: the 

interrelatedness between language, cognition, and culture. The received idea of a special 

predilection of the “primitive mind” to imitation was championed by Lévy-Bruhl in 

1910.
55

 As early as in 1921, Edward Sapir argued against attempts to establish a deep 

cultural significance of sound-symbolism: “However much we may be disposed on 

general principles to assign a fundamental importance in the languages of primitive 

peoples to the imitation of natural sounds, the actual fact of the matter is that these 
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languages show no particular preferences for imitative words.”
 56 

Having abandoned the 

“primitive” vs. “sophisticated” dichotomy, today‟s linguistic anthropologists, 

nevertheless, embrace the hypothesis of a possible link between sound symbolism and 

culture. Many studies of the use of sound symbolism and ideophones in previously 

undescribed and underdescribed languages come to the conclusion that “the nature of the 

sign in certain languages is much less arbitrary than previously assumed.”
57

 

The formal approach focuses on the ideal “internal” language that is viewed as a 

natural object rather than as a medium of communication or a reflection of culture, which 

makes incorporation of sound symbolism into the generative framework problematic. In 

this connection, the questions: whether ideophones are a cross-linguistic universal and 

whether sound symbolism is an intrinsic part of natural language, come to the 

foreground. Unsurprisingly, there is no unanimity here, either: thus, editors of the 

collection of essays, presented at the First International Symposium on Ideophones,
58

 

conclude that ideophones are a universal category of human language, while Janis 

Nuckolls,
59

 whose contribution appeared in the same volume, cautiously grants them at 

the best a “semi-universal status.”  

The repeating sociolinguistic patterns of uneven distribution of sound symbolism 

across languages, and conditions of vitality or decay of ideophones beg for an 
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explanation. So far, only extralinguistic accounts of loss of ideophones have been 

offered. A sociolinguistic survey of knowledge of ideophones in Zulu is telling in this 

respect: it shows that ideophones are not only markers of local identity, but also 

indicators of language vitality in the situation of language contact.
60

 For the most part, 

discussions of ideophones touch upon (or entirely concentrate on) the interplay between 

the fate of ideophones, on the one hand, and the “traditional” culture, language contact, 

social conditions and language policy, on the other. For example, Childs
61

 relates the 

lamentable fate of African ideophones to creolization of local languages and 

urbanization. Harrison 
62

 views the decline of ideophones among speakers of South 

Siberian Turkic languages as a consequence of decline of the traditional hunting and 

herding activities; for him, the skilled use of sound-symbolism constitutes “a cultural 

adaptation to the local landscape for practical purposes of hunting.” 
 

The most prolific and engaging writer on the role of sound symbolism in culture 

is, probably, Janis B. Nuckolls who argues that “sound symbolism ...is more than a style 

of speaking. It‟s a style of thinking...”
63

 This statement takes us back to the linguistic 

relativity hypothesis, if not to Lévy-Bruhl. Nuckolls attributes the vitality of Quechua 

ideophones to a special “type of cultural discourse through which speakers align 

themselves with nonhuman life forms and forces of nature.” Such an alignment is 
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supposedly unattainable for “Standard Average European speakers‟ abstract and logical 

styles of scientific discourse.”
64

 Correspondingly, according to Nuckolls, Japanese has a 

large ideophonic inventory due to “the strong animistic undercurrents of its traditional 

cultural fabric.”
65

 For a wealth of ideophones in Sesotho (a Bantu language), Kunene 

suggests yet another extralinguistic explanation: ideophones are typically abundant in 

communal societies “where people take advantage of any opportunity that presents itself, 

to talk.”
66

 The attempts to link the abundance of ideophones in a language to a certain 

type of society or to the “communal ethos” are pervasive, thus, more recently Mark 

Dingemanse
67

 explored how “ideophones help build and maintain this communal ethos in 

social interaction” in Siwu, a Niger-Congo language in Ghana.  

Among the factors that bring about the “ideophonic impoverishment” throughout 

the world, Nuckolls
68

 lists literacy, market economy, and urbanism; but of crucial 

importance, for her, is “the expression of these material conditions within a culture‟s 

cosmological construction of nature.” While the role of sociolinguistic factors in the 

decline of ideophones (as, in general, in the decline of linguistic diversity) cannot be 

disputed, there may also be a correlation between the number of ideophones in a 
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language and its morphological or syntactic type. Thus, Slobin 
69

 assumes that verb-final 

languages (e.g., Japanese, Basque, and Turkish)
70

 may be more prone to develop 

ideophones, placed early in the sentence, and that serial-verb languages may have more 

ideophones. It is also not excluded that the number of recorded ideophones may depend 

on the worldview or the theoretical position of the researcher or compiler of the lexicon.  

In the literature, we only rarely find explicit statements about scarcity of 

ideophones in an individual language. Consider two examples: first, according to Sapir, 

“Athabaskan tribes of the Mackenzie River speak languages in which such words 

[ideophones] seem to be nearly or entirely absent.”
71

 However, recent studies show that 

in Athabaskan languages (in particular, in Navajo, Alaskan Ahtna, Koyukon, and Lower 

Tanana) ideophones and sound symbolism are relatively widespread.
72

 Sapir‟s report 

probably appeared as a counterargument in the polemic with the then-dominating 

linguistic ideology that considered sound symbolism as “pre-linguistic” or 

“extralinguistic.” The second example is Evenki, a language of Siberian reindeer herders. 

Gorcevskaya and Nedjalkov note that Evenki has a much smaller number of ideophones 
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than other Tungusic languages.
73

 At the same time, in the Evenki dictionaries by other 

authors (Vasilevich and Myreeva)
74

 scores of items, such as kimer-kilber “gleaming” and 

badak-badak “clumsy,” are marked as “image-bearing” words. This discrepancy may be 

accounted for by different approaches to the questions: what qualifies as an ideophone, 

and what is the role of sound symbolism in its definition.  

 To sum up so far, iconicity and sound symbolism belong to functional linguistics, 

because they are part of the answer to its fundamental question, concerning 

“motivatedness” of language expressions. Exactly for the same reason, iconicity is 

extraneous to the generative theory that does not seek extralinguistic explanations and is 

interested in a different question: “How can language be acquired despite the poverty of 

the stimulus?” Ideophones and sound symbolism can become a subject of mainstream 

formal linguistics only to the extent that they can contribute to the solution – which 

apparently is happening already within the cognitive experimental approach. However, 

the current peaceful coexistence of once mutually exclusive schools of thought does not 

mean that they have finally arrived at a compromise; it is rather due to the increasing 

specialization of different areas of linguistic research.  

The next section explores the properties of Udihe ideophones, in order to locate 

the potential points of contact with the more theoretical area of Polarity studies.  
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Udihe Ideophones 

This section examines Udihe ideophones in a cross-linguistic perspective and 

starts with a brief discussion of their definition. After an introduction to the phonology of 

Udihe, it addresses the phonological peculiarities of ideophones and their 

morphologically defined subtypes. I turn then briefly to the syntax of ideophones, to 

demonstrate that their preverbal position and prosodic peculiarities are related to their 

role in the informational structure of a sentence. The subsequent outline of main lexical 

semantic and pragmatic properties of ideophones is essential, because it establishes a 

connection between their discourse role and incompatibility with negation.  

The term ideophone, ascribed to Doke, originally was coined for “a vivid 

representation of an idea in sound”
 75

 in Bantu languages, but later encroached upon other 

territories. A universal definition of ideophones, broad enough to serve as a general 

cross-linguistic characterization, while capturing the particularities of specific languages, 

may not be feasible.
76

 I will not venture to redefine this elusive notion here, and will 

employ the working definition, suggested recently by Mark Dingemanse: “a class of 

highly expressive and often sound-symbolic words that vividly depict sensory events.”
77

 

This definition focuses on three distinctive features of ideophones: sound symbolism, 

pragmatics, and semantics, bypassing the issue of their lexical categorization that has 
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been a subject of considerable controversy.
78

 In this respect, two options are conceivable: 

either to consign ideophones to a separate coherent word class, commeasurable with 

other conventional lexical categories, or to consider them an overarching category, 

distributed across several word classes. Most studies pursue the second track by treating 

ideophones as a lexical subsystem with a specialized communicative function.  

A closer look at Udihe ideophones clearly shows that they do not constitute a 

“part of speech” on their own, and are best regarded as a special lexical subsystem that 

cuts across conventionally recognized word classes. According to Childs,
 79

 a word can 

be an ideophone to a greater or lesser extent, with the prototypical core items that express 

sensory perceptions, display sound symbolism, are phonologically and prosodically 

marked, monomorphemic or reduplicated, represent an entire event and therefore are 

syntactically detached, and, finally, have a restricted distribution. This continuum 

approach is in accord with the hypothesis of gradient integration of sound symbolism,
80

 

and can account for a wide range of properties among ideophones within a single 

language.  

 

The Phonological System of Udihe 

Before presenting phonological peculiarities of ideophones, it is necessary to 

outline the phonology of Udihe. This section is based on description of segmental 
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phonology of the Southern (Bikin) Udihe dialects by Nikolaeva and Tolskaya.
81

 I follow 

the established in recent publications on Udihe practice of using the IPA transcription 

with symbols ä, ö, and ü for IPA æ, ø, and y, respectively; the symbol e corresponds to a 

central non-rounded mid vowel ǝ (“schwa”); ñ represents the palatal nasal ɲ, z stands for 

the voiced alveolar affricate d
z
, and c for the voiceless alveolar affricate t

s
. The vowel 

length is denoted by [ː], for example, lu: “ablaze”; laryngealization is represented by an 

apostrophe before the corresponding vowel, for example: in‟ei “dog.” 

Vowels. The vowel inventory of the Southern dialect of Udihe consists of 25 phonemes 

with phonologically opposed short, long and laryngealized vowels. The system is 

presented below. 

  

Table 1. Udihe Vowel Inventory 

 Front Central Back 

 non-rounded rounded non-rounded rounded 

High i,  i: ü,  ü:  u,  u: 

Mid ie ö,  ö: e,  e:,  „e o,  o:,  „o 

Low ä,  ä:, ä  a,  a:, „a  

 

Only non-high short vowels have a phonemic laryngealized counterpart: „e, „o, „ä 

and „a (that is, vowels /i/, /u/, and /ü/ do not laryngealize.) Laryngealization is an 

additional feature of the corresponding vowel and not a separate consonantal phoneme, 

though historically it goes back to the consonant *-k-, probably, through the glottal stop 
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stage. In rapid speech, especially of the younger generation, laryngealization is hardly 

heard. The long front mid vowel /ie/ does not have a short counterpart. It occurs only 

word-medially and word-finally and normally has a diphthongoid pronunciation (ie). The 

word-final /i/ after a consonant may undergo emphatic lengthening and diphthongization 

into stressed /ie/, pronounced with a rising pitch. Expressive lengthening can render 

duration or intensity (for example, ŋene-mi “walking” – ŋene-mie “walking for a long 

time,” sagdi “big” – sagdie “very big”).  

Word stress and vowel harmony. The primary stress in Udihe falls on the final vowel, 

unless the word contains one or more bimoraic syllables (with long and laryngealized 

vowels). In this case, the stress falls on the rightmost bimoraic syllable: ab.u.gá “father”; 

á:n.ta “woman”; ni.m‟áŋ.ku.we.ni “his tale (ACC)”; a:k.ta.ma.sié.me.ni “chasing 

(ACC).”  

The stressed vowel is usually marked by greater intensity and sometimes by pitch 

raising and lengthening. The first vowel may receive emphatic stress that is marked by a 

rising pitch: sagdí “big” – sá:gdi “BIG.” Secondary stress is less intense and in 

polysyllabic words can fall on the last syllable. 

Word-final syllables with high vowels (/i/ and /u/) in inflectional affixes and 

ideophones are extrametrical with respect to stress assignment, that is, they are 

unstressed. The unstressed character of the word-final high vowel in affixes explains its 

reduction in fast speech. However, in more distinct pronunciation, the word-final high 

vowel may be lengthened and stressed. 

Udihe vowel harmony is based on rounding and height distinctions. Only non-

high vowels harmonize, while high vowels /i/, / ü/, /u/ are harmony-neutral. The high 

vowel located in the last syllable of the root blocks harmonization in the suffix, e.g., 
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agdi-we “thunder (ACC).” Vowel harmony in suffixes is subject to certain variation, and 

in some idiolects is completely suppressed under the influence of the Russian language. 

Chinese and Russian borrowings, as distinct from ideophones, can disobey vowel 

harmony. 

Consonants. The consonantal system of the Southern dialect of Udihe includes 17 

phonemes and is presented in Table 2 below. 

 

Table 2. Udihe Consonant Inventory 

 

  Labial Dental Alveolar Palatal Velar 

Plosives 
Voiced b d   g 

Voiceless p t   k 

Fricatives 
Voiced      

Voiceless (f) s   x 

Affricates 
Voiced   z   

Voiceless   c (č)  

Sonorants 

Nasals m n  ñ ŋ 

Laterals  l    

Glides w   j  

 

 

 

The bilabial voiceless fricative [f] is an allophonic variant of /p/ in the 

intervocalic position, while /p/ occurs word initially and in consonant clusters. The 

alveolar affricate /c/ has a palato-alveolar variant [č] before the front vowels, which is 

reflected in the transcription: cf. anči “no” and c‟aligi “white.”  The consonant [r] that 

sounds as a tap or flap is an old Tungusic phoneme that is preserved in cognate languages 

but is marginal in the modern Udihe. [r] is present as an allophone of /l/ in ideophones 

and a few other words, for example: drug‟afa ~ d(u)lug‟afa “in two, half” and eleči ~ erči 
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“servant,” as well as in the loanword merge “hero” < mergen “wise man” (Nanai) and in 

Russian loan words, where it sounds as a tap or flap.  

An important phonotactic restriction is the prohibition on consonant segments in 

the word-final position. Normally, Udihe words end in open syllables, but the word-final 

high vowels /i/ and /u/ in the position after the consonant can undergo deletion in rapid 

speech and in ideophones. This leads to the emergence of consonant-final words on /n/, 

/ñ/, /l/, /r/, /s/, /f/, /m/, otherwise forbidden by the phonotactic constraints. The trace of the 

vowel /i/ appears as a secondary articulation of the preceding non-labial consonant, e.g. 

/ŋene:-n
j
/ < ŋene:-ni (go.PAST-3SG), but ŋene-m < ŋene-mi (go-INF). Consonants /l/ 

and /s/ are usually palatalized (phonetically, [l
j
] and [s

j
]). 

An epenthetic vowel prevents word-initial consonant clusters and word-final 

consonants in Russian loan-words: kulube “club” (Rus. klub). 

 

Phonological Peculiarities and Sound Symbolism of Udihe Ideophones 

Ideophones in Udihe seem exempt from the phonology of the rest of the language, 

but on closer scrutiny their integration appears to be gradual. Their phonological 

peculiarities include marginal consonants, limited to this specific lexical subsystem. The 

irregularities tend to concentrate at the right edge of a word. However, there are three 

exceptions from this rule: first, a ban on word-initial vowels in ideophones
82

 (while this 

restriction does not hold for the rest of the lexicon); second, an unusually high rate of 

ideophones start in /k/; and, third, first syllable reduplication (see examples (17)).  

                                                 
82

 The same holds for Negidal ideophones: Vera I. Cincius, Negidal‟skij jazyk [The Negidal 

Language] (Leningrad: Nauka, 1982) 26. 
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As pointed out by Hinton et al.,
83

 “sound changes often do not affect sound- 

symbolic words, so that phonemes that should have disappeared in a language or have 

become restricted to certain environments are still to be found in the sound-symbolic 

vocabulary.” Udihe confirms this conclusion: a number of ideophones end in /r/ that 

occasionally occurs as an allophone of /l/ in other words as well. In ideophones, it is 

realized as an alveolar trill that can be iconically lengthened. Ideophones in /r/ often 

render a visual impression of amorphous entities (water, fire, wind, snow, smoke etc.) 

and turbulent, uncontrolled movement, or loud resonant sounds (crash, rumble, thunder):  

(1) suarr-suarr  “sound of babbling water” 

jiŋgu-rr  “with a loud crash” 

puña-rr  “rising up (about heavy or steady smoke from a flue)” 

poto-rr  “sparkling (about firewood)” 

dondo-rr  “shivering, as if with fever”  

The sonorants /l
j
/ and /r/ can phonologically contrast in ideophones, unlike 

elsewhere, as in the minimal pair: käl
j
-käl

j
 “pale” – kär-kär “squeaky.” Sound-imitative 

ideophones are the only environment where the marginal consonant [f] occurs word-

initially, as in furu-fur(u) “whoosh (a large bird takes flight).” 

In addition, ideophones can disobey the phonotactic constraint on word-final 

consonants. This violation can be caused by two apparently conflicting forces: first, 

prosodic “weakening” in regular verbs and, second, “strengthening” in ideophones. In 

both cases, after the consonant in an affix, the word-final high vowels /i/ and /u/ can 

undergo reduction. This leads to the emergence of consonant-final words that are 

normally disallowed. In the case of conventional verbs, the “weakening” scenario might 

                                                 
83
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look as follows: Udihe is a verb-final language with preverbal position of the focus 

element; the sentence-final position is prosodically weak, pitch usually drops towards the 

end of the sentence, and the final syllable of the verb consistently receives the lowest 

pitch of the sentence; this leads to final vowel reduction and ultimate drop, as in ŋene:-

n(i) “(he) went.”  

Ideophones, on the contrary, typically occupy the preverbal focus position and are 

prosodically highlighted, receiving the highest pitch. In this case, the drop of the word-

final consonant gives rise to heightened phonetic clarity and makes the ideophone more 

distinct from the neighboring segments as well as from the phonological system of the 

language. In a number of ideophones, lack of a final vowel cannot be synchronically 

accounted for (unless we accept sound symbolism or expressivity as a sufficient 

explanation), but most consonant-final ideophones have vowel-final variants that are less 

expressive, for example, sim(u)-sim(u) “quietly,” saf(u)-saf(u) “rustling,” čif(u)-čif(u) 

“wet throughout, rain-soaked,” xer-xer (xeli-xeli) “in a hurry, quickly.” 

Word-initial consonant clusters, otherwise prohibited, can occur in ideophones, 

e.g. drugaf‟a “(cut) in two” (cf. a less expressive variant: dulugaf‟a). The final 

consonants and clusters can be phonosemantically and expressively charged, while the 

sound-symbolic contribution of beginning consonants is less obvious in Udihe. A large 

number of Udihe ideophones end in /k/, among them there are pure imitatives of obscure 

sound-symbolic origin, as well as clearly deverbal ideophones with transparent 

derivation, e.g., jamdak “at once,” lek “suddenly”, pek “thud”, potok “knock”, tafak 

“plop, chop,” kälak “clink,” weŋbek-weŋbek “hobbling,” and pösok-pösok “deer foot-

fall.” The final /k/ occurs regularly in languages of the world to express the sounds of 

breaking, splitting or cracking, “abrupt” semantics and sudden actions, as in Ilocano 
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(Philippine):
84

 litak “sound of splitting (dried) bamboo, bursting sound”, litok “sound of a 

cracking joint,” and ripak “sound of a slammed door.” Chevillard
85

 adduces a large 

number of Tamil (Dravidian) reduplicated ideophones with the suffix -kk that render 

sounds and impressions of tapping, knocking, rattling, palpitation, throbbing of the heart, 

galloping, clacking, a stroke with a cane or a smack with a whip, tinkling, glimmering, 

flickering etc.” A similar tendency is reported for Kambera (an Austronesian language),
86

 

where the circumfix ka-...-k derives ideophonic verbs from roots: mbutu “thud” > ka-

mbutu-k “fall with a thud,” jila “flash” (sight) > ka-jila-k “gleam, flash (as lighting).” In 

Udihe, the word-final /k/ also occurs as a regular suffix in expressive uninflected 

perfective verbs that convey an intensive and/or sudden action in the past, e.g. diga:-k 

“ate up”, wa:-k “killed,” ŋua-gi-e-k “fell asleep,” and even mamasala:-k “married.” The 

final /k/ can be realized as a glottal stop, and in the Northern dialect, the corresponding 

perfective marker sounds as /t/, e.g., ŋene-t “went”, zawa-t “took.”
87

 Relevant phonetic 

factors include perceptual similarity between the unexploded final /t/, /k/ and glottal stop. 

The expressive final -k can also transform the regular interrogative pronoun je-we “what 

(ACC)” into the joking je-we-k, used to ask someone to repeat something. It is 

noteworthy that the English slang nope, yep and welp, in which the final bilabial stop /p/ 
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(snapping one‟s mouth shut) has a closing off function,
88

 show a similar “iconic 

laconism.” 

The following pairs of examples illustrate a semantic contrast that stems from 

different finals in ideophones: cau “with a hiss (about a piece of charcoal falling into 

water)” – čauk-čauk “hitting the ground with a hissing sound (about charcoals falling on 

the wet ground)”; kälai-kälai “sound of a knife slipping against metal” – kälak “tinkling, 

jingling”;  coptoi “momentarily” – coptok “plop (with a sound like that of an object 

falling into water without splashing),” cof‟o-cof‟o “swish, splash” – cofok “plop.”  

The word-final affricate č and clusters kt, kč indicate abrupt sounds, as in päkt 

“crack, bang,” or destruction, as in pökč “crack,” pič-pič “smack” (about a thrown raw 

egg)). Word-final sibilants, too, can be transparent phonosemantically, especially when 

geminated, which occurs only in ideophones, e.g., the geminated /s/ in the end of čiuss 

“hissing (of burning leather boots).” Word-final sonorants in ideophones can be 

geminated, too; they render intense visual impressions or resounding noises, e.g. kiŋ-kiŋ 

“tightly stretched, like a string,” xutaŋŋ “red-hot,” kum “thud (falling of a large soft 

object, like a boar).” The last ideophone has another sound-symbolic cognate: kutu-tu-tu 

“with a crash, rattle.”  

Along with segmental sound symbolism, other sorts of iconicity are typical for 

ideophones: that of quantity (reduplication or iconic lengthening of final segments, which 

renders iteration or a high degree of a feature) and constitutional iconicity (association of 

syllabic word structure with the rhythm of complex sounds or events). Thus, quantity 
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iconicity can be seen in the lengthening of final sonorants that receive stress and 

syllabify, and ultimately can undergo partial reduplication, as in the ideophones below: 

(2) monto-l
j
l
j
l
j
 (monto-li-li-li)  “impression of something rolling far away”  

xo-ññ (xoño-ño-ño)   “very yellow” (cf. xo-ligi “yellow”) 

xuta-ŋŋ (xutaŋa-ŋa-ŋa)  “red-hot,” 

xuta-rr    “bright red and flickering” (cf. xuta-ligi “red”). 

 Udihe ideophones abound with examples of constitutional iconicity, imitating the 

rhythm of complex sounds or actions and exhibiting phonological and/or prosodic 

symmetry, when both parts contain the same number of syllables:  

(3) čak-čik    “striking fire” 

peteteŋ-peteteŋ   “floundering” 

coloŋ-coloŋ    “limping” 

mugdil
j
-mugdil

j
-mugdil

j
  “winding (about a caterpillar).”  

Not only reduplication, but also the shape of the voice tract can convey the 

character of motion, which is a case of magnitude iconicity – the general tendency for 

small size to be indicated with high frequency sounds, and large size to be indicated with 

low frequency sounds. This type of iconicity is based on the biologically driven 

Frequency Code hypothesis, proposed by Ohala,
89

 that associates low-high acoustic 

frequency not only with larynx and vocal cords size, but also with dominant-submissive 

behavior. In the Udihe example (4a) below, the final back round vowel /u:/ in 

combination with base repetition renders mighty movements of seagull wings, while in 

the example (4b) the front vowel /i/ and the last syllable reiteration convey fluttering: 

(4) a.  lebdu: lebdu: lebdu: “flapping powerfully with wings (referring to a seagull)” 

b.  lebdeli-li-li-li-l
j
    “fluttering with wings, like a butterfly.”  

                                                 
89
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The “magnitude” sound symbolism is a cross-linguistic tendency, although 

Diffloth
90

 argues against its universality. This type of iconicity is also a feature of North 

American languages (diminutive symbolism)
91

 and is important in Japanese mimetic 

consonant palatalization that brings about “childishness and immaturity” effects.
92

 It is 

attested in Emai (Niger-Congo), e.g., kpikpikpi “(The dove beats its wings) with a flutter” 

and kpaan “with a smash,”
93

 and in Semai, a Mon-Khmer language.
94

 “Magnitude” 

iconicity is not typical for conventional Udihe vocabulary, although there is one minimal 

pair of nouns where it expresses a diminutive-augmentative contrast: xoktö: “trail or 

tracks of small animals” vs. xokto “trail, tracks of a large animal.”
95

 Closely related to 

Ohala‟s Frequency Code is the Effort Code, proposed by Gussenhoven,
96

 that associates 

the amount of energy expanded on speech production (higher pitch within the utterance 

and more precise articulation) with emphasis, affect, and “significant” content. In Udihe, 

this corresponds to the focus element (see the next section on prosody).  

Although Udihe ideophonic roots do not exhibit any neatly organized sound-

symbolic structure on their own, as, for example, in Tuvan, a South Siberian Turkic 
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language,
97

 related mimetic ideophones can form sound-symbolic clusters: 

(5) koŋgiterr, koŋgider, koŋgier   “a tinkle of small bells”  

koŋ     “bang” 

köŋgol
j
     “the sound of a flying arrow”  

Such anecdotal observations of the relation between form and meaning in 

ideophones are, of course, highly impressionistic, and, ideally, should be supported by 

statistics and experiments. But we can conclude that with respect to sound symbolism, 

Udihe largely conforms to what has been said about acoustic symbolization of non-

acoustic phenomena in other languages, for example, in the broad reviews by Nuckolls
98

 

and Hinton et al.
99

 Udihe ideophones range from onomatopoeic lexical items: “plops, 

squeaks and croaks,” as Mithun
100

 put it, to words that refer to color, shape or texture and 

display conventionalized sound symbolism or no clear sound symbolism at all. The 

discussed phonological peculiarities of ideophones imply a possible lexical stratification 

of the Udihe language, though the border between the ordinary and the expressive 

vocabularies is not clear-cut. 

 

Prosody of Ideophones 

Research into ideophones cannot rely exclusively upon dictionaries and linguistic 

corpora, since their prosody is intertwined with their pragmatic and syntactic properties. 
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Most commonly, ideophones manifest themselves in spontaneous discourses, and their 

usage implies a relaxed setting. A “special dramaturgic function of simulating an event, 

an emotion, a perception through language”
101

 has been recognized as one of the 

typologically universal characteristics of this class of words.  

It has often been noticed that a prosodic peak in the utterance tends to be localized 

on an ideophone.
102

 In Udihe, this is true for preverbal ideophones only. The auditory 

impression, that ideophones tend to receive an energetic accent as the intonational and 

expressive center of a sentence, is confirmed by pitch analysis of a number of ideophones 

from our field audio recordings. Pitch contours
103

 show that preverbal ideophones are 

“prosodically strong,” that is, they are marked with a higher pitch, higher intensity, and 

sometimes an interruption of the rhythmic flow, as in Figure 1 (see Appendix II). 

In verb-final languages, such as Turkish, Hindi and Japanese, postverbal position 

is reserved for backgrounded or “afterthought” material.
104

 Postverbal ideophones are 

uttered as additional information, tend to be supported by the focus clitic =dA (de/da/do), 

and are prosodically “weak,” as the pitch contour in Figure 2 shows (Appendix II; see 

also examples (9b), (22), (26), (31b), (37) and (65)). 

Prosodic foregrounding of ideophones is not a paralinguistic phenomenon or an 

optional artistic device; it is determined by two independent linguistic factors. Firstly, by 
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their role in the informational structure of a sentence: ideophones usually convey new 

(focus) information, and therefore they need to stand out in the speech flow. Secondly, by 

their communicative function: to demonstrate an event or to exemplify an action with a 

particular sense of immediacy. Prosodically conditioned strengthening is linked to the 

focus position of ideophones and can also facilitate lexical processing. This indicates a 

special status of ideophones not only in the lexicon, but also in discourse.  

Prosodic strengthening is also characteristic of Udihe expressive perfective verbs 

with the suffix -k that convey an intensive or sudden action (or a series of such actions) 

and are inherently focused, as the pitch diagram in Figure 3 illustrates (Appendix II). 

Perfective verbs pattern with ideophones in some other respects. Most 

importantly, both prefer affirmative episodic sentences that make reference to a single 

specific event (or a series of consecutive events, as in sentences with multiple 

coordinated expressive verbs). We will return to perfective verbs after discussing the 

morphology of ideophones.  

 

Morphological Properties of Udihe Ideophones 

For Udihe ideophones, participation in productive word formation can be 

considered a measure of the degree to which they are integrated into the mainstream 

lexicon. In this sense, Udihe ideophones behave inconsistently, often defy synchronic 

morphological analysis, and the boundary between them and the regular lexicon is blurry. 

A small number of mostly imitative ideophones are monomorphemic and derivationally 

isolated, others belong to derivational semantic clusters, restricted exclusively to 

ideophonic roots, and still others belong to derivational series that may include both 

regular lexical items and ideophones. Probably, what we can see now in Udihe is merely 
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relics of the historically earlier system, much better preserved in the Nanai and Ulch 

languages, as documented by Petrova
105

 and Kile.
106

 

 

Derivational Suffixes of Ideophones 

Derivational suffixes of ideophones are semi-productive and very selective, as 

distinct from the regular verbal morphology. Some of them (for example, -m, -mzi, -xine/-

xina/-xino, -g‟ei/-g‟ai/ -g‟oi
107

) can be traced back to infinitives and converbs.
108

 

However, each ideophone constitutes a separate lexical item and is not a part of a regular 

verbal paradigm, especially as the corresponding verb is not always present in the modern 

language. Other suffixes, such as -r, -p, -ŋa, -u:, -s, and -ñe-ñe/-ño-ño/-ña-ña are iconic 

and may display sound symbolism to various degree and do not have counterparts in the 

Udihe mainstream morphology, at least, synchronically, although they may have parallels 

in other Tungusic languages. 

Derivational suffixes of deverbal ideophones (-m, -mzi, -g‟ei/-g‟ai/ -g‟oi/-gu:, -

lili(e), -letie, and -xine/-xina/-xino) convey various fine-grained characteristics of events 

that relate to dynamics of a feature or modes of action. Thus, the ideophones with the 
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suffix -g‟ai/-g‟ei/-g‟oi/-gu: denote state, shape or color of static subjects and are not 

compatible with verbs of motion (for example, sagba-gu: te-ini “sits barefoot” is fine, 

but *sagba-gu: ŋene- “walk barefoot” is ungrammatical). The suffix -xine with a similar 

meaning is felicitous in both contexts: sagba-xina te-ini (ŋene-ini) “sits (walks) 

barefoot.”  

Most ideophonic stems are compatible with several suffixes, as far as their 

meaning allows, and form derivational clusters, illustrated below by a cluster of all 

attested ideophones with the stem monto-. This stem can also occur in related non-

ideophonic lexical items, such as monto (noun) “circle,” monto-ligi (adjective) “round,” 

monto-li- (verb) “coil up.” 

(6) monto-m     “coiled up, rolled up; rounded; circular” 

monto-m monto-m    “around, in circles” 

monto-lielielie monto-lielielie  “repeatedly turning around, rotating” 

monto-lotie    “rolling down”  

monto-gu    “being round and motionless”  

monto-lei    “being rolled up (e.g., about a cat)” 

monto-li-li-li (moŋto-rr)  “rolling over there (distal deixis)” 

monto-xine    “being round, rolled up” 

For deverbal ideophones (or ideophonic verbs), the direction of derivation is not 

always obvious, though two main tendencies are apparent: it can be derivation of verbs 

from sound-symbolic roots by means of decausative, inchoative, directive and other 

verbal suffixes, or, vice versa, the derivation of ideophones from “neutral” verbs by 

truncation, stripping them of morphology, often accompanied by reduplication, as in (7), 

or by lexicalization of converbs that are no longer found in the language as ideophones 

(for more examples, see Appendix I).  
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(7) guza-guza “torn “     cf. guza-li- <tear-INC->       “tear” 

kakta-kakta “in two”    cf. kakta-li- <crack-INC->       “crack” 

bukta-bukta “completely (broken)”  cf. bukta-li- <brake-INC->        “brake” 

kefur  “crunching”    cf. kefu-ge- <crunch-DEC->    “crunch” 

xer-xer  “in a hurry”    cf. xeli-ne-  <quick-DIR->        “hurry” 

pata:-pata: “floundering”    cf. patata-na-<flounder-DIR->  “flounder” 

Though non-syllabic morphemes are not characteristic of Udihe, the consonantal 

quasi-suffixes -k and -r are fairly productive in ideophones. What might appear like a 

phonaestheme, upon closer inspection, happens to be a remnant non-productive 

morpheme and can be traced to a regular derivational suffix that is present in related 

languages. For example, /r/ is a highly expressive, apparently sound-symbolic segment in 

Udihe but not in related Tungusic languages, where it is part of the regular phonemic 

inventory, as in Nanai,
109

 Oroch,
110

 and Evenki.
111

  

Examples of Udihe ideophones, grouped according to their derivational patterns, 

can be found in Appendix I. It is worth dwelling here on two particular groups of 

ideophones: with the suffixes -m and -k. The former is the most productive ideophonic 

derivational suffix, and if ideophones form clusters, they usually have the -m form in 

addition to other patterns. A few examples are given below: 

(8) bokčom (bokčom-bokčom)  “crooked, rolled up” 

c‟am    “white” (resultative)” 

gabam (gabam-gabam)  “covered with pimples” 

geŋgem    “motionless, still” 
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The suffix -m is a reduced form of the infinitive marker -mi, and these ideophones 

inherit some properties of infinitives. The conventional Udihe infinitives may be repeated 

up to four times to indicate repetitive or continuing action, e.g. iñem iñem “laughing”, 

soŋom soŋom “crying”, xe:tim xe:tim “shouting,” usilim usilim “coiling” and the most 

frequent ŋenem ŋenem “walking.” In this case, infinitives have a short form, are 

pronounced in a high tempo, exactly like ideophones, and, most importantly, sentences 

with repeated infinitives are generally non-negatable. The common meaning of the 

deinfinitival ideophones is a state, condition or posture of the main clause participant, or 

a state as the result of a preceding event. Deinfinitival ideophones are mostly used as 

secondary predicates (depictives and resultatives), as well as attributively within copular 

compounds, or predicatively, with the copulas ede- “become” and bi- “be”:  

(9) a. Uke   kä-di-ni   geŋgem   ili-e-ni.
112

 

    door  near-DAT-3SG  motionless.IDPH  stand-PAST-3SG  

    (He) stood motionless at the door.  

b.   Läsi  näŋma:-ni   ca:m=da.  

     very  freeze.PAST-3SG  white.IDPH=FOC 

     There was bitter frost, and everything became white.  

c.   Gau-wa  kicom   akinde:-ti. 

      pole-ACC upright.IDPH  stick.PAST-3PL 

      They drove a pole upright (into the river bottom). 

d.  Ni: ñukte-ni  kicom   ed‟e:   gune. 

     man hair-3SG   upright.IDPH become.PERF  EV  

     Man‟s hair stood on end. 
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A few ideophones, ending in -m, form compounds with nouns, denoting body 

parts. In this construction, the body part noun has a bare form, which is unusual for 

Udihe, where body part nouns obligatorily agree with their possessors, even if the 

pronominal possessor can be dropped. The deinfinitival origin of these ideophones 

accounts for the syntax of this construction: the body-part noun is the incorporated 

internal direct object of the infinitival converb:  

(10)  ja: bugdam  “with goggled eyes” 

 ja: p”am  “with black eyes” (from anger) 

 ja: kilum “(to look) askance, with a sidelong glance” 

igi kicom  “with tail up” 

dili gingom “with head up” 

aŋma zogzom  “with mouth widely open” etc.  

Some other posture ideophones (e.g., with the suffixes -lili(e), -letie, -xinA) also 

participate in similar compounding with bare nouns, denoting body parts.  

Most ideophones show no agreement with other words in the clause, but the 

deinfinitival ideophones in -m can attach the nominal plural marker -ziga that is never 

used with adjectives or adverbs: 

(11) a. Ňaula-ziga  zua    egbesi-mi  p’am-ziga  kakča-iti. 

   youth-PL  summer bathe-INF  black-PL  toast-3PL 

   Bathing in summer, kids bake in the sun till black.  

b. Ŋene-isi:-ti  xutam-ziga   baŋčau  bi-si:-ni. 

    go-PC-3PL  bright.red-PL  ginseng  be-PAST-3SG 

    When they walked, there were many bright-red ginseng berries. 

Number agreement in converbs is rather common for Tungusic languages, but for 

this purpose specialized suffixes are used, different from the regular nominal plural 
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markers (e.g. the Nanai suffix -rak
113

 or the Oroch suffix -dika
114

 in converbial adverbs 

and “image-bearing converbs.”) When attached to ideophones, the plural suffix -ziga has 

an emphatic form -zigei, unlike the corresponding regular nominal plural suffix. The 

emphatic -zigei is frequently followed by the focus clitic =dA, e.g. kemdem-zigei=de 

“gliding in the wind (PL),” logzom-zigei=de “with their backs bent (PL).” Exactly as 

with Udihe nouns, the suffix -ziga in ideophones denotes only plurality, while the 

singular form is unmarked in this respect.
115

  

The deinfinitival and other deverbal ideophones are the least sound-symbolic 

(and, on the other hand, the most syntactically integrated) among Tungusic ideophones, 

therefore their status has been debatable. In the literature on Tungusic languages, 

deverbal expressive lexical items are treated differently: as a separate class of image-

bearing words in Nanai,
116

 as qualitative adverbs in Orok,
117

 or as converbial adverbs in 

Oroch.
118

  

Another group of ideophones that deserves special attention are ideophones with 

the word-final segment -k. Many of them seem to be of sound-symbolic origin, as čak-čik 
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“striking fire,” käbak “tinkling, jingling, or tafak “plump.” Some ideophones in -k go 

back to perfective verbs with the suffix -k that convey an intensive and/or sudden action 

in the past, even if the corresponding verb is not present synchronically, e.g. weŋbek-

weŋbek “hobbling” (cf. wembe-m, wembe-lilili, wembe-letie (id.)), bigzak-bigzak 

“(walking) bow-legged” (cf. bigzei “bow-legged”). Deverbal ideophones in -k can 

undergo full reduplication. What the deverbal and sound-symbolic k-ideophones have in 

common, is that usually they render abrupt sounds (knocks, clicks, smacks etc.) and 

sudden actions. The typical position for the perfective verb is the predicate, while 

ideophones in -k can also serve as manner adjuncts:  

(12) a.  Legdek   //  iligi:   uti  {kopeika}.  

     hop.IDPH   stand.up.PRP  this  coin. 

     Hop – and the coin stands up momentarily (during fortune-telling). 

b.  Ei   mamasei  exi-bede  bi:-ni  bigzak-bigzak. 

     this   wife   frog-like be-3SG  bow.legged.IDPH 

     This wife is like a frog, (walking) bow-legged. 

c.  {Fonarik}  potok   tiŋmel‟e  ugda-tigi.  

     flashlight  knock.IDPH  fall.PERF  boat-LAT 

     The flashlight “knock” fell down into the boat. 

d. ...  xukte:-ni    coŋokti-le-ni         kälak    wo:-ni. 
119

  

     rip.open.PAST-3SG   pendant-LOC-3SG    tinkle.IDPH   do.PAST-3SG 

     He ripped open (the killed bear), (and the knife) tinkled against a pendant. 

The suffix -k has a limited compatibility with ideophones, but is extremely 

productive with regular expressive perfective verbs, denoting sudden actions of an 

animate subject (e.g. diga:-k “ate up,” wa:-k “killed,” ŋua-gi-e-k “fell asleep”). Not only 

                                                 
119
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have the “phonaesthemic” word-final /k/ and the regular expressive derivational suffix -k 

similar sound-symbolic connotations, but ideophones in -k pattern together with 

perfective verbs in some other respects, e.g. they are very expressive and occupy a focus 

position, do not occur under negation, lack subject agreement and are compatible with the 

auxiliary (w)o:- “do, make” (example (12d)).  

Other derivational suffixes of ideophones, that I have not addressed here, are 

listed in Appendix I. They show that it is not always the case that ideophones lack 

morphology or are sound-symbolic: in many cases, it is their expressive morphology that 

makes Udihe ideophones ideophones. Another instance of the expressive morphology in 

Udihe and in languages of the world is reduplication, the subject of the next section. 

 

Reduplication 

Total and partial reduplication is an especially noticeable characteristic of Udihe 

ideophones, even though reduplication alone cannot guarantee “ideophonehood.” 

Conventional lexical items often undergo repetition and/or reduplication, too. It can be 

difficult to formally delimit true reduplication from repetition as a stylistic device, since 

in both cases two copies are two distinct prosodic words, the base can undergo 

suffixation or reduction of final high vowel before duplication, and many ideophones 

have both simple and reduplicated forms. However, the total duration of true 

reduplication is usually significantly shorter than that of repetition, and true reduplication 

does not allow intonation breaks. With “conventional” adverbs, participles, infinitives, 

and converbs, repetition expresses intensity, continuity or a multi-part action, and the 

base may have up to five copies. Cf. the following examples of non-derivational 

repetition:  
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(13) sagdi sagdi kuliga  <big big snake>      “a very big snake”  

go: go: ŋene-mi   <far far go-INF>      “very far to go”  

igdi-zi igdi-zi xeutisi-  <loud-INST loud-INST shout->    “shout very loud” 

bi-mie bi-mie    <be-INF be-INF>      “after a while” 

tukti-m tukti-m tukti-m < climb-INF-climb-INF-climb-INF>  “climbing” 

Reduplication in the strict sense – exactly two copies – is a means of derivation in 

conventional pronouns and numerals with the reciprocal, distributive, indefinite or 

universal meaning: 

(14) mene-mene  “each other, independently” < mene   “oneself” 

adi-adi  “several”    <  adi “how many” 

j‟eu-j‟eu  “all, various”   <  j‟eu “what” 

zube-zube  “in pairs, two each”   <  zube  “two” 

Ideophones allow reduplication selectively and with varied outcomes. Most 

frequently, reduplication of a bare stem brings about intensification of the feature, 

expressed by the base. Unlike regular qualitative adjectives and adverbs, ideophones are 

not compatible with degree modifiers ketu, läsi “very,” elusim “completely,” zuke 

“hardly,” ketige “nearly,” or the superlative particle c‟o “most,” therefore in ideophones 

reduplication and/or intensifying suffixes are the only possible means of intensification. 

With resultatives, reduplication renders completion of an action, or achievement of its 

end-point, as in ŋafu-ŋafu “(died out) completely,” mer-mer “(cut down) clean,” and kofi-

kofi “(drink) to the bottom,” mogzo-mogzo “stark naked.”
120

 Other uses of reduplication 

bring about some kind of quantification of the situation, such as iteration, distribution, 

plurality, or multi-component actions: weŋbek-weŋbek “hobbling,” xuŋtar-xuŋtar 

                                                 
120

 Although these ideophones modify “semantically negative” verbs that render destruction, 

absence or disappearance, they cannot be viewed as NPIs, since they are not c-commanded by these verbs 

and scope over semantic negation.  
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“swirling,” saza-saza “disheveled.” In all cases both components of the reduplicated 

word bear a separate phonological stress according to regular rules. Total reduplication 

can apply to a bare stem as the only means of derivation (leŋke-leŋke “staggering”) or 

after other morphological processes, for example, after partial reduplication, as in leŋke-

ñe-ñe leŋke-ñe-ñe “wobbling.”  

With many bare stems, reduplication is obligatory as a derivational means. For 

example, kagba-kagba “stumpy, thickset, like a knob” would be ungrammatical without 

reduplication (cf. cognate ideophonic adverb kagba-g‟ai “(grow) like a knob” and an 

adjective kagbal
j
-kagbal

j
 “stumpy, thickset”).  

The ultimate -CV syllable reduplication is always very expressive and typically 

conveys a high degree of a gradable feature or resounding noise. The final syllable may 

be repeated as many times as needed on different occasions of use: 

(15)  käu-ña-ña-ña   “shining, glittering” 

 poсo-сo-сo   “hissing (about water, spilt on ashes)” 

 kakta-ta-ta   “with rattle” 
 
jeŋpe-ñeñeñe   “with noise” 

 This type of reduplication in ideophones is typologically widespread: it is 

described, for example, for Chinese, Korean, African and Mesoamerican languages. The 

following examples show that ideophones in typologically different languages may have 

striking formal and semantic affinity: 

(16) mbúrete-te-te   “of being absolutely white” (Shona (Bantu))
121

 

fíóndó-ndó-ndó  “of somethong very close” (Kisi (Niger-Congo))
122
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tene-ne   “a bright light flickering or shimmering” (Kisi) 

xala-la-la  “stones crackling with heat” (Kisi) 

lama-ma  “coals glowing red” (Upper Necaxa Totonac (Mesoam.))
123

 

futu-tu-tu-tu-tu  “purely white” (Siwu (Niger-Congo))
124

 

In Udihe, there is one more type of partial reduplication, denoting intensification 

in ideophonic color adjectives. In this case, the first syllable is copied and prefixed:  

(17) kä-kä-li  “very pale”  (cf. kä-ligi    “pale”) 

ño-ño-li  “sky-blue”   (cf. ño-ligi    “grue (green/blue)”) 

p‟a-p‟a-li  “pitch black”    (cf. p‟a-ligi   “black”) 

so-so-li  “yellowish, muddy”  (cf. so:-ligi   “yellow”) 

xe-xe-li  “intensely brown”  (cf. xo:-ligi   “brown”) 

This pattern is nonproductive, and the word list above seems to be exhaustive. 

The separate stress on the first (“prefixed”) syllable and the fact that, generally, Udihe 

does not make use of prefixes suggest a compound analysis. The expressive “pre-echo 

reduplication” is an Altaic areal feature that spread via language contact from Turkic to 

Mongolian and Tungusic languages (Udihe, Oroqen, Solon, and Xibe).
125

 It is also 

attested in Balkan languages, as well as in Armenian, and Serbo-Croatian.
126

  

To sum up this section, while ideophones are especially prone to reduplication, it 

cannot be regarded as a diagnostic basis for identifying this lexical class. A 

characterization of the ideophone takes a combination of several language-specific 
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phonological, morphological, semantic, syntactic and pragmatic properties. The next 

subsection is an attempt to look at ideophones from a syntactic point of view.  

 

The Syntax of Udihe Ideophones  

One of the frequently noted peculiarities of ideophones is their “syntactic 

aloofness”,
127

 or “the relative absence of any syntax,” as Klamer
128

 put it. Indeed, 

ideophones often constitute a complete utterance, and their potential syntactic autonomy 

explains why their syntax is considered trivial and usually remains in the shade of their 

sound-symbolic and semantic features. Nevertheless, in the vast literature on ideophones, 

a number of titles refer directly to their syntax.
129

  

Probably, the earliest attempt to approach ideophonically-rich languages in terms 

of generative (transformational) grammar was by Fivaz who introduced an Ideophone 

Phrase (IP) that “is in a sense grammatically detached from a sentence.”
130

 Bodomo
131 

analyzes Cantonese ideophones within the alternative framework of Lexical Functional 

Grammar that allows teasing apart category (c-structure) and function (f-structure). At the 

categorial structure level, Bodomo establishes an Ideophone Phrase (IdeoP) that may then 

function as a predicate, adjunct or an “open-function” non-finite complement XCOMP at 
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functional structure level. This admits ideophones into the realm of syntax, capturing 

both their categorial unity and syntactic diversity.  

Syntactic characteristics and distribution of ideophones are mainly used as 

argumentation in discussion of their word class membership and of their delimitation 

from the regular lexicon. Most works on this topic concur with Childs, who concludes 

that “ideophones cannot be defined as a word class solely on the basis of their syntactic 

features.”
132

 The consensus is that ideophones do not represent a separate lexical category 

and are distributed among other categories. In Udihe, ideophones are best regarded as a 

special lexical subsystem within the conventionally recognized word classes, as 

Simonov
133

 suggested. 

On the basis of the degree of the syntactic integration of ideophones into a 

language, Dwyer and Moshi 
134

 distinguish between primary ideophones (that are used 

outside the clause and belong to the expressive dimension) and grammaticalized ones that 

are part of the regular syntactic structure and belong to the analytic dimension. 

Dingemanse takes a different approach: he suggests that there is “a tradeoff between 

syntactic integration and expressive potential”
135

 of ideophones. The “expressive 

potential” can be measured by means of expressive features: reduplication, lengthening, 

iconic gestures, and prosodic foregrounding. As distinct from the primary-

grammaticalized dichotomy, this proposal is applicable to languages where one and the 
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same ideophone can show varying degrees of syntactic integration in different contexts, 

as in Siwu (Niger-Congo) and Udihe. 

Different syntactic functions of the same ideophone can be illustrated by the 

ideophone puñarr “impression of rising smoke” (a stylistic fixture in the Udihe folklore 

where it stands for smoke rising far ahead over a human dwelling, as perceived by a 

person, walking or skiing through the taiga). In sentence (18), this ideophone is 

syntactically and prosodically detached and could be omitted without changing the 

structural relationships, although the text would lose much of the expressive power. In 

(19), the same ideophone adjoins freely as an adverbial modifier of the cognate verb and 

could be omitted, too (though with the loss of expressive power). In example (20), it is 

used predicatively with the auxiliary (w)o:- “do-” and is crucial for the syntactic 

structure, while in (21) the reduplicated ideophone is an optional manner adjunct, 

modifying (exemplifying) the predicate.  

(18) Ei  zugdi  // puñarr. //   Kawa  wo:-ti //  puñarr.  

 this   house     smoke.IDPH  bark.house  make.PAST-3SG  smoke.IDPH 

(... he sees) a house; the smoke is rising up. Someone has built a bark house, and 

the smoke is rising up. 

(19) Omo  zugdi  bie    gune  puñarr  puña-na-ini. 

one  house  be.PRES.HAB  EV  smoke.IDPH  smoke-DIR-3SG 

(He sees) there is a house and the smoke is rising up. 

(20) Omo  zugdi puñarr  o:  gune. 

one  house  smoke.IDPH  do.PRP EV 

(He sees) a house and the smoke rising up. 

(21) Ami-ti         zugdi-digi-ni  puñal
j
-puñal

j
   saŋña-n‟a     gune. 

father-3PL  house-ABL-3SG smoke-smoke.IDPH    emit.smoke-DIR.PERF  EV 

(He sees) smoke is swirling from their father‟s house.  
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In (22) the same ideophone, added as “afterthought,” is a sentence-level adjunct. 

Here the focus clitic =dA marks its syntactic inclusion, as distinct from example (18) 

where puñarr is syntactically detached.  

(22) Zugdi  ise-kt‟e   gune  puñarr=da. 

house see-DEC.PERF  EV  smoke.IDPH=FOC 

A house appeared, and the smoke was rising up. 

In terms of their integration into the clause, Udihe ideophones may be used in two 

ways: extra-clausally, and as sentence constituents. As clausal constituents, ideophones 

can function as (i) sentential modifiers, (ii) manner verbal modifiers, (iii) components of 

compound verbs or compound adjectives that are mostly used in the predicative position, 

and (iv) as secondary predicates (depictives or resultatives). Most Udihe ideophones can 

be categorized as manner adverbs and function as adjuncts, as in the following example:  

(23) Uta-digi  belie  bugzalilöi   ñu:-ge. 

that-ABL  fairy  darting.out.IDPH come.out-PERF 

The fairy darted out suddenly from there.  

Usually adjectival ideophones are complements of the copulas bi:- “be,” bie “be,” 

and ede- “become,” but occasionally they can modify nouns, as in (24a):  

(24) a.  Wakuli  kagba-kagba    ni:nta  bi-si-ni.
136

 

    Wakuli  thickset-thickset.IDPH  man  be-PAST-3SG 

    Wakuli was a thickset man. 

b.  Guzakta-ni   bui-bui   bie. 

   whiskers-3SG  strong-strong.IDPH  be.PRES.HAB  

    (Tiger‟s) whiskers are very-very strong. 

c.  Caligi-ni  teŋe-teŋe   ede:-ni.  

    white-3SG  jelly-jelly.IDPH  become.PAST-3SG 

    The egg white became like jelly. 

                                                 
136
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For a large group of mostly deverbal ideophones, secondary predication 

(depictive and resultative) is the most typical function. Depictives are inherently focused, 

which is supported by their prosodic highlighting.
137

 Example (25a) shows an infinitival 

subject-oriented depictive copredicate, and (25b) – a resultative (see also (26)):  

(25) a. Uz‟a=gda  sagali-a-ni   bokči-bokči    kepte-mi.
138

  

    Uza=CONT get.tired-PAST-3SG  crooked-crooked.IDPH  lie-INF  

    But Uza got tired of lying crooked (being tied up).  

b. Uŋta  mer-mer   uli-se. 

    footwear  clean-clean.IDPH  sew-PAS 

    The (moccasin style) pair of shoes is sewn neatly. 

The postverbal ideophones with the focus clitic =dA present a separate case. They 

are not marked with a high pitch, since sentence-final position is prosodically weak and 

pitch usually drops towards the end of the sentence, as the Diagram 2 (Appendix II) 

shows. Postverbal ideophones are prosodically detached, but the presence of the 

harmonizing focus clitic =dA enforces a degree of syntactic cohesion, as in the sentences 

below (see also examples (9b), (22), (26), (31b), (37) and (65)):  

(26) a.  Tue-we teu tokto:-ni   mer-mer=de.
139

 

     pole-ACC  all  chop.PAST-3SG  clean-clean.IDPH=FOC 

     He cut the pole clean down to the ground.  

b. ..teu  zuge  bede  bi:-ni   pili-pili=de.
140

  

      all  ice  like  be-3SG  slippery-slippery.IDPH=FOC 

      (The mountain) is as smooth as ice, very slippery.  

                                                 
137
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Ideophones, followed by auxiliaries or semantically bleached linking verbs (w)o:-  

“do, make” and nixe- “do” pattern with expressive perfective verbs in forming compound 

predicates with a fixed word order: 

(27) a.  Uli   pice-pice   wo:-ni.  

    water  spray-spray.IDPH  make.PAST-3SG 

   The water spilt with a spray. 

b.  Düisi:-si:   bita-la   suar-suar   nix‟e   gune. 

         listen-PRP-1SG  sandspit-LOC babbling.IDPH  do.PERF  EV 

       As I listened, on the sandspit water was babbling. 

Some compound ideophonic verbs can take a non-subject argument, which shows 

that ideophones are not as syntactically autonomous as often believed. In (28a) the 

ideophonic predicate assigns the accusative and instrumental case to its arguments; in 

(28b, c, d) – the instrumental, and in (28e) – the locative case
141

. The auxiliary verb o-

/wo- “make, do” is present in (28d, e), while it seems to be elided in other examples.  

(28) a.  Bagäu  kawa-wa-ni    dogbu-dogbu   gida-zi.  

    enemy  bark.house-ACC-3SG  shake-shake.IDPH  spear-INST 

    They shook the enemy‟s bark house with their spears. 

b.  Jegdige  xaku   gida  due-zi-ni   bagba-bagba.
142

  

    hero  at.once spear  point-INST-3SG  pierce-pierce.IDPH 

    The hero at once pierced (his enemy‟s eyes) with the point of his spear. 

c.  Zogzo-zi  čak-čak-čak.
143

 

     beak-INST snap-snap-snap.IDPH 

     (The bird) went snap-snap-snap with its beak. 

                                                 
141

 Cf. also (12e), where a different narrator renders the same episode from the same tale, in a 

slightly different way. 
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d. Daktä-zi:  kamdu-kamdu   wo:-ni.  

    wing-INST  spread-spread.IDPH   make.PAST-3SG 

   (The huge bird) spread its wings (gliding). 

e. Emugde-we-ni  xupte-isi-ni, abdu-la       kälai-kälai  o:-ni.
144

 
    abdomen-ACC-3SG open-PC-3SG pendant-LOC clank-clank.IDPH     do.PAST-3SG 

   When he opened the (bear‟s) abdomen, (his knife) clanked against a pendant. 

Similarly to nominal phrases, direct quotations or non-linguistic demonstrations, 

imitative ideophones can be arguments of perception verbs: 

(29) Do:-isi-ni   uti  kakta-ta-ta   düi-pte-ini. 

perch-PC-3SG  that crash-crash.IDPH  hear-DEC-3SG 

When it (the huge bird) perched, crash was heard. 

“Floating” imitative ideophones, exemplifying or illustrating the event, can 

occupy different positions: in the end of the sentence (18, 30a), in the very beginning 

((30b), (31a)), or the preverbal focus position in which adverbs canonically surface (30c): 

(30) a. {Ugli}  uli-tigi  tiŋme:-ni  //   cau. 

    coal   water-LAT  fell.PAST-3SG  hiss.IDPH 

    A piece of coal fell into the water with a hiss. 

b. Ca-ca-ca     joxo  saŋka-la-ni   do:no:-ni ... 

       flap flap-flap.IDPH  kettle  handle-LOC-3SG  perch.PAST-3SG  

        Flap-flap-flap perched (the Raven) on the kettle handle.  

c.  Joxo  saŋka-la-ni   сa-ca-ca   do:no:-ni ...
145

 

    kettle  handle-LOC-3SG  flap-flap-flap.IDPH  perch.PAST-3SG 

    (The Raven) perched on the kettle handle going flap-flap-flap.  

The main morphological and distributional properties of different derivational 

types of ideophones are summarized in Table 3. For further examples see Appendix I. 
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Table 3. Syntactic Integration and Morphological Properties of Ideophones. Variation of 

Syntactic integration across derivational patterns demonstrates that a word can be an 

ideophone to a greater or smaller extent, and the core members of this class are 

morphologically marked. 

 

Suffix 
Separate 

clause 

Attributive 

position  

 

Predicate  

(with or without 

a copula) 

Secondary 

predication 

(depictive or 

resultative)  

Manner 

VP 

modifier 

 - + +/-
146

 +/- + + 

-m  + +/- +/- + + 

-mzi  + - +/- + + 

-gu  - - +/ + - 

-k + - +/-  - - 

-r + - +/- + - 

-xine - - - + + 

-lielie  - - +/- - + 

-letie - - +/- + + 

-ñieñie - +/- +/- + + 

Redupl. + +/- +/- + + 

 

 

 

From the information structure viewpoint, ideophones seem more coherent, since 

their behavior can be linked to their focus position. The canonical word order in Udihe is 

Subject – Object – Verb, but it is primarily motivated by information structure 

considerations. The focus element normally occupies the preverbal position and is 

highlighted by a prosodic peak. The default focus position of ideophones is preverbal, but 

they can be added postverbally as afterthought or “demonstrations,” in which case they 

receive a low pitch. Then they can become disconnected (especialy, imitative 

ideophones), or can attach the focus clitic =dA. Compare the two sentences below with 

roughly the same meaning:  

                                                 
146

 +/- stands for a position that can be occupied by an ideophone with the copulas bi-, bie “be”, 

ede- “become”, or with the auxiliary o:- “do.” 
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(31) a. Täk-täk   xeke:-ni. 

     fast-fast.IDPH  tie.PAST-3SG 

     (He) tied (it) very fast 

b. Xeke:-ni täk-täk=da. 

        tie-3SG  fast-fast.IDPH=FOC 

       (He) tied (it) very fast. 

If we rely on purely syntactic distributional criteria, Udihe ideophones do not 

represent a separate category, but their morphosyntactic coherence is supported by their 

participation in various constructions, characteristic of ideophones. Thus, ideophonic 

manner verbal modifiers can duplicate the meaning of cognate verbs, exemplifying or 

intensifying them, which does not lead to redundancy, as in the following examples:  

(32) xutar-xutar xuta-kta-ini  “glows sparklingly”  

puña-rr puña-na-ini   “smoke is rising up” 

 čipče-čipče-čipče čipče:-ni  “packed up tightly”  

bäku-bäku bäku-o-ni  “wetted properly” 

 ciŋu-ciŋu ciŋo-si-e-ni  “swinging side to side” 

In this respect, ideophones behave like typical “expressive items,” identified by 

Potts:
147

 repeatability is one of the characteristics of expressives, and their repetition 

leads to strengthening rather than to redundancy. 

Incompatibility of ideophones with negation is often mentioned,
148

 but there is no 

understanding why this should be the case: it is important that ideophones do not occur 

under the scope of same-clause negation. There are also other restricted distribution 
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properties that are rarely addressed explicitly in the literature, dealing with ideophones. 

Like their counterparts in other languages, Udihe ideophones tend to occur in main 

declarative clauses with the predicate in the past or present tense, are barred from 

conditional and other irrealis contexts and cannot be intensified or compared, however, 

these constraints are not absolute.  

Ideophones are compatible with metalinguistic negation, defined by Horn
149

 as a 

means for objecting to the appropriateness or the form of an utterance rather than denying 

the truth of a proposition. This kind of negation is exemplified in the following dialogue:  

(33) -[Your wife is probably sleeping and snoring by now.] 

- Kuak-kuak  e-ini   xuanti, tu:-tu:   ŋua-ini. 

snore.IDPH  NEG-3SG  snore,  noiseless  sleep-3SG 

(She) does not sleep going kuak-kuak, she sleeps quietly. 

Udihe ideophones are barred from polar (yes/no) questions, but can occur in 

constituent (wh-) questions: 

(34) Si  jemi  säl-säl     odo:-i?
150

 

you  why  pale-pale.IDPH become.PAST-2SG 

Why are you looking so pale? 

 Such restricted distribution is usually associated with positive polarity items; it is 

also shared by expressive perfective verbs with the suffix -k, a noteworthy concurrence 

that will be addressed in the next chapter.  

To summarize the syntactic behavior of ideophones, it is not the case that they can 

be divided into two groups: the “primary” and “grammaticalized” ones. Many 

peculiarities of ideophones are related to their focus position, but various derivational 
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patterns exhibit different distributional properties. Some distributional idiosyncrasies, 

such as the often mentioned incompatibility with negation or predilection for declarative 

contexts, are common for all ideophones, as well as for expressive perfective verbs, while 

other restrictions, such as the ban on ideophones in various non-negative irrealis contexts, 

can be violated by some ideophones.  

 

Lexical Semantics and the Pragmatics of Ideophones 

Cross-linguistically, ideophones do not form a semantically homogenous group, 

but tend to cluster in certain semantic areas. For delimiting this group, it is important to 

look not only at what sorts of meanings ideophones typically encode, but also at what 

sorts of meanings they never encode. Udihe ideophones capture not only sounds but also 

other sensorily (mostly visually) perceptible impressions, such as position, orientation, 

bodily posture and gait, external features (color, shape), characteristics of surface 

(shininess, pattern etc.) and different manners of motion – that is, the meanings that are 

typical of qualitative adjectives or manner adverbs. As in many other languages, in 

Udihe, there are ideophones, referring to sudden disappearance (cof(u), gef(u), sum 

“without a trace”) or silence, especially the “sound of sudden silence” (when people stop 

speaking), cf. Udihe tu:-tu: “silent, mum,” tu “quiet” in Sotho
151

 (Bantu), 

kananananananana “silent” (Siwu (Niger-Congo)),
152

 the Japanese mimetic hiso-hiso 

“quiet” or Kambera ideophones ndòri “silent” (no reaction) and pàdi “quiet, silent” (no 
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sound).
153

 Ideophones, directly encoding psychological states or conditions, are scarce in 

Udihe, in comparison with its linguistic relatives Nanai
154

 and Manchu,
155

 or with 

Japanese that is abundant with “psycho-mimes.”
156

 

Ideophones comprise a large part of the lexicon in Udihe and outnumber the class 

of neutral adjectives and manner adverbs. Unlike regular adjectives, they do not refer to 

general parameters, such as size, length or width, though the size of a participant or the 

amplitude of the motion can be expressed by means of the “magnitude” sound 

symbolism. In contrast to regular adverbs, Udihe ideophones neither express framing
157

 

spatiotemporal characteristics of an action, nor are they compatible with framing 

temporal adverbs. This restriction seems quite explicable, since ideophones tend to 

portray specific episodic (non-generic) events that must be interpreted, as if they were 

witnessed in the past or happening at the time of the utterance.  

Many Udihe ideophonic adverbs with restricted distribution can form almost 

“frozen” combinations with certain verbs, with which they co-occur and are semantically  

associated. Ideophones of this type denote the result or a high degree of the realization of 

the action, named by the verb, e.g., doli-doli ŋua- “to be fast asleep,” pice-pice camna- 

“smash into smithereens,” čif-čif ñukto- “get soaked to the skin,” lembe-lembe guzasi- 

“get torn to shreds.”  
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Linguistic research on ideophones has always focused on their formal properties, 

while their actual usage has been the realm of linguistic anthropology. However, 

examining where and when ideophones are used, as well as where and when they are 

barred, can shed light on their linguistic nature. Many researchers have noted that 

ideophones are “elusive.” Indeed, the use of ideophones requires an appropriate 

environment, therefore they are rare in elicited separate sentences and in communication 

with strangers, including field linguists. Thus, when one of our Udihe consultants was 

telling the same story at different times, the number of ideophones was significantly less 

(if not non-existent) the first time, when the only audience was the recording linguist, a 

total stranger who could hardly appreciate the message. When we recorded the same 

story after several field seasons of collaboration with the same consultant, the difference 

was striking: ideophones appeared from nowhere, probably, thanks to the presence of a 

neighbor, another speaker of Udihe.  

Another often mentioned peculiarity of ideophones is their “ineffability”: on the 

one hand, when asked to repeat a sentence with an ideophone, speakers resort to 

paraphrasing and avoid using ideophones; on the other hand, in most cases, they are 

unable to articulate the meanings of separate ideophones, while readily explain non-

ideophonic words. Such “descriptive ineffability” is typical for expressives, according to 

Potts:
158

 “Speakers are never fully satisfied when they paraphrase expressive content 

using descriptive, i.e., nonexpressive, terms.” Further, Potts concludes: “[t]he facts 

suggest that expressive content is not propositional,” which applies to ideophones only 

with reservations. 
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Ideophones and Idiomatic Expressions 

Ideophones “generate feelings of shared mental and emotional states, and thence 

shared identity, among those who use and enjoy them,”
159

 their usage implies common 

background and even “a local identity.”
160

 Although ideophones and idioms are clearly 

distinct phenomena, they share these features. Similarly to idioms or figurative language, 

ideophones take on a role in maintaining social bonds: they are favored in 

communication with those who have the same background, and are familiar with local 

stories, cultural practices and traditions. Both allow for creativity and amusement, and 

can be suppressed in the presence of out-group members.  

Other properties of idioms that are reminiscent of ideophones are conventionality 

(their meaning cannot be fully predicted on the basis of their constituents), and non-

compositionality, inflexibility (limited number of syntactic contexts), informality and 

affect.
161

 Idioms frequently violate the general criteria of regularity in language and 

exhibit a non-standard form-meaning relation. Nunberg, Sag and Wasow 
162

 claim that 

idioms are not arbitrary associations between forms and meanings (in their words, “parts 

of idioms can carry parts of their meanings,” in spite of their conventionality). For that 

reason, both ideophones and idioms posed comparable problems to the generative theory 
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of language: while phonosemantics figured in theoretical debates on arbitrariness of the 

sign, idioms have been used in the syntactic argumentation.  

It has never been mentioned that Udihe has very few idioms. At least, at this time 

it seems that in available Udihe texts and recorded materials, there are no idioms of the 

semantically opaque type
163

. In traditional folklore, there are “frozen” idiomatic adverbial 

expressions, in which the word order cannot be violated:  

(35) go: da:  <far close>            we:-ke go:(-ko) <top=FOC far=FOC> 

go:-lo da:-la <far-LOC close-LOC>         we:-de go:-do <top=FOC far=FOC> 

go:-ko da:-ka <far=FOC close=FOC>       go:-mo da:-ma <far-ACC close-ACC> 

These expressions are semantically transparent and correspond to the English by 

and by, sooner or later, far and near, denoting the passage of time. Not surprisingly, like 

their English counterparts, they are barred from negative contexts, but can co-occur with 

future tence (example (36) below, which makes them candidates for the “weak”
164

 

positive polarity item status. 

(36) We:=de   go:=do bi-mi       ali-de     sine-we  ...xai  diga-na-zaŋa-u. 

top=FOC far=FOC be-INF when-IND you-ACC anyway    eat-DIR-FUT-1PL.EX  

“Sooner or later ....we‟ll eat you up anyway.” 

Apparently, ideophones successfully make up for scarcity of idioms in Udihe both 

polarity-wise and stylistically, as a part of verbal art. It is tempting to view paucity of 

idioms but richness of ideophones as a typological tradeoff, but there are too many 
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counterexamples, most notably, African languages and Japanese where both idioms and 

ideophones flourish.  

Affinity between ideophones and idioms, their counterparts in languages which 

have a less developed ideophonic inventory, can be seen in the way Udihe ideophones are 

rendered by means of idioms by Kanchuga,
165

 and in the dictionary, compiled with the 

participation of Valentina Kyalundzyuga, a native speaker of Udihe.
166

 To name but a 

few examples: siŋda-siŋda tiŋme:ni is felicitously rendered by the Russian idiom kak 

podkoshennyj (lit. “as if mowed down”) – “(fell) flat, as if shot”; sim-sim ede:ti – (Rus.) 

ni sluxu ni duxu – “(disappeared) without a peep,” kofi-kofi umieni – (Rus.) do dna – 

“(drank) to the bottom.” Even if these translations do not resort to poetic language and 

may deromanticize ideophones as the realm of verbal art, this does not diminish their 

ability to capture and vividly recreate sensory events.  

 

Ideophones, Quotations, Gestures and Demonstrations  

The pragmatic coherence of ideophones shows up in their occurrence primarily in 

face-to-face contact, though we have observed their use in phone communication and in 

written autobiographical prose,
167

 where they add an illusion of immediacy. This function 

of ideophones is supported by a universal tendency to accompany them by spontaneous 

iconic gestures. This is reflected in a linguistic tradition to compare ideophones to 
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gestures, probably going back to Polivanov,
168

 who coined the term “sound gestures” in 

1916. For instance, Diffloth refers to Mon-Khmer ideophones as “gesture-images,”
169

 

Moshi 
170

 likens Bantu “primary” ideophones to “verbal gestures,” and for Kita, Japanese 

mimetics and iconic gestures belong to the same affecto-imagistic dimension, because 

they “originate from a single underlying mental representation.”
171

 

In Udihe, the connection between ideophones and gestures is not so apparent -  

probably, because, generally, the speakers of Udihe use gestures very sparingly. There 

are also other word categories that are regularly accompanied by spontaneous gestures, 

particularly, deictic pronouns that are used when pointing directly at an object (e.g. ta:ti 

“over there”) and numerous spatial adverbs of orientation to the river and in the taiga 

(“upstream”, “downstream”, “across the river,” “towards the river” etc).
172

  

What is more telling, is the fact that ideophones frequently co-occur with the 

deictic pronoun e-bede <this-like> “like this,” used as a non-verbal quotation marker to 

refer cataphorically to an upcoming constituent, impersonation or a demonstration of any 

kind.
173

 In the following example, the ideophone neptem-neptem “flat” is accompanied 
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by the gesture “palm flat and down”: 

(37) Uta galäŋa-bede  wo:-si:,   e-bede=de  neptem-neptem=de. 

that flatbread-like  make.PAST-IM.PRP this-like=FOC  flat-flat.IDPH=FOC 

They make it like flatbread, really flat, like this.  

When the pronoun ebede “like this” is used as a quotative or substitutes a forgotten 

or omitted ideophone, it can mirror the reduplication and prosody of the ideophone. The 

reduplicated pronoun ebede can form a compound verb with an auxiliary, for example, 

ebede-ebede nixe-ini “(he) makes like this” that forestalls the delayed dili gexu-gexu ugi:-

ni “(he) dangles his head” (lit. “(he) moves his head dangle-dangle”). The following 

example shows an adjectival ideophone, used predicatively and forestalled by the 

cataphoric pronoun ebede with the copula bie “be”: 

(38) Amä bugdi-ni   e-bede   bie    zaktäm. 

rear paw-3SG  this-like  be.PRES.HAB spread.apart.IDPH 

The rear (tiger‟s) paws are like this, leaving distinct footprints. 

(Accompanied by the gesture “fingers spread apart”). 

Imitative ideophones that can be preceded by the “non-verbal quotation” marker 

e-bede behave similarly to regular quotations in this respect, but this does not apply to all 

ideophones, since not all of them can be easily demonstrated. Nevertheless, ideophones 

bear important similarities to demonstrations and direct quotations that, according to 

Clark and Gerrig, “serve well in the expression of solidarity, or positive politeness... 

When speakers demonstrate only a snippet of an event, they tacitly assume that their 

addressees share the right background to interpret it the same way they do.”
 174
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An important role of ideophones in discourse is to authenticate the story and to 

create an effect of the presence of the speaker and – consequently – the listener in the 

scene described. In addition to a special “quotational” or parenthetical intonation, a cross-

linguistically widespread common feature of ideophones is their introduction via a 

verbum dicendi.
175

 This is optional in Udihe, but in Manchu, the postpositional quotation 

marker seme, related to the verb “speak,” forms both regular and sound-symbolic adverbs 

(ideophones).
176

 In Udihe, the evidential particle gune (etymologically related to the verb 

gun- “say”) often occurs in such utterances to signal first-hand evidence (see sentence 

examples (9b,d), and (27b). 

 

Ideophones as Additional Evidentiality Markers 

The general term evidentiality refers to source of information; according to 

Aikhenvald,
177

 evidentiality distinguishes firsthand, direct experience (visual, auditory, 

tactile) from hearsay or reported knowledge. The particle gune often indicates 

evidentiality, combined with surprise (“mirativity”):
178

 for example, someone comes to a 

new place, enters a house, or something unexpectedly (dis)appears. In folklore texts, the 

particle gune can express a shift of the viewpoint, when the situation is perceived not by 

the storyteller, but by one of the characters. See sentence examples (19)-(22), (41), (63b).  
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Another use of the evidential particle gune that frequently accompanies 

ideophones, is a marker of the end of direct speech or the end of “indirect perception” (a 

scene, perceived not by the speaker but by a character), though it is not obligatory in 

either case: 

(39) a.  “J‟eu  diga-za-fi?”   gune. 

      what  eat-SUBJ-1PL.IN  say  

     “What shall we eat?” she said. 

b.   E:,   uta  siŋe  em‟e   gune.  

     INTJ  that  mouse  come.PERF EV 

     He saw a mouse running. 

Even in the absence of the evidential marker, an ideophone itself conveys 

witnessedness of the event and a high degree of strength with which an assertion is made. 

The link between ideophones and deixis (particularly, direct speech and demonstrations) 

partially explains their incompatibility with negation: meaning, expressed by ideophones, 

is presuppositional and survives under negation, so only metalinguistic negation makes 

sense. Evidentiality plays an important role in the account of positive polarity of 

ideophones, but it alone cannot explain their occurrence in some irrealis contexts (such as 

future, purpose relative clauses, certain generic contexts, prohibitions and imperatives).  

 

Ideophones as the Expressive Center of the Sentence 

Ideophones usually convey new information and constitute the focus of a 

sentence, as it follows from their prosodically strong preverbal position. There is usually 

no more than one ideophone in a clause, unless clauses are paratactically juxtaposed and 

ideophones are coordinated, as in the following example: 
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(40) B‟äsa  uli-ni     čoŋilili-čoŋilili    eje-i,       omo  ugbe-digi,       čaixi   

river water-3SG babble-babble.IDPH flow-PRP one  shallows-ABL next  

ugbe-tigi  kuasilie   mogzolie   eje-li-e-ni. 

shallows  winding.IDPH  dodging.IDPH  flow-INC-PAST-3SG 

The river ran on, babbling, winding and dodging from shallows to shallows.
179

  

The sentence (40) above presents the happy ending of a legend, where the 

protagonist saved the world and life returned to normalcy. Such a constellation of 

ideophones is unlikely in description of a normal state of affairs and is typically found in 

the culmination, where they highlight a larger segment as a high point of the story.  

In the following excerpt from a tale, a clash between the two supernatural women 

is described through the perception of a hero who is sitting inside a yurt and can hear 

everything, but cannot see the battle as such. Fragment (41a) is the climax of the tale 

from which it is taken. The second structurally parallel sentence (41b) renders the end of 

suspense by switching back to the main-stream, nonexpressive lexical items instead of 

ideophones: 

(41) a. Buadu tene iŋgur diopto gune, saŋña p’ou-p’ou odowaŋkini, ñaŋña dul
j
-dul

j 

  
  odo:ni  su: xutag’ai isepte:ni.  

   And outside thunder (IDPH) was heard, it became pitch-dark (IDPH) from 

   smoke, the sky got dim (IDPH), and the sun seemed dark-read (IDPH). 

b. Bimi, jai=da wadili gune, buadu ŋei odoligieni, su: isepteligieni, saŋña 

     edimulekte:ni. 

     In a while, he heard that the noise stopped, it became brighter, the sun came 

     out, and the wind dispersed the smoke.
180

  

This section provided an overview of Udihe ideophones that is necessary as a 

background for the forthcoming discussion of their polarity sensitivity. Despite their eye-
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catching peculiarities, ideophones can be approached without leaving the linguistic 

dimension, although a full account is a goal for future research. The phonological, sound-

symbolic and prosodic strengthening of ideophones is linked, on the one hand, to their 

strong focus position in the sentence, and, on the other hand, to their expressivity. It is 

intuitively clear that their limited occurrence within a sentence, particularly, the ban on 

same-clause negation, must also be related to their expressive nature and to their special 

role in discourse: to convey the perceptional experience of the speaker to the listener.  

Now, after an overview of ideophones in general and in Udihe in particular, it is 

time to move on to a seemingly remote topic      the notion of polarity that is the subject of 

the next chapter. 
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Chapter III 

Polarity Sensitivity of Ideophones 

 

 

 

The present chapter addresses the restricted distribution of Udihe ideophones, 

based on the notion of polarity sensitivity. Or, to approach the same problem from a 

different angle, it introduces a previously unnoticed natural class of positive polarity 

items, ideophones, and seeks to identify the source of their polarity sensitivity. Before 

moving any further, it is worthwhile to remind ourselves of the basic terms and key 

concepts. The definition of polarity sensitivity goes back to Carl Baker: “while most 

words and idioms may occur in both affirmative and negative sentences, there are a 

handful which might be termed “polarity-sensitive,” in that they may occur only in 

affirmative, or only in negative sentences.”
181 

Words and expressions that can occur only 

in affirmative sentences are known as positive polarity items (PPIs), and those that can 

occur only in negative sentences are called negative polarity items (NPIs), though they do 

not themselves express negation or affirmation. The most frequently discussed polarity 

items are the NPI any and its positive counterpart some. Such expressions as ever, an 

iota, give a red cent, and lift a finger are typical NPIs, while already, rather, 

considerably, and in the blink of an eye are examples of PPIs.  
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The first section of this chapter gives an overview of the main approaches to 

polarity sensitivity, suggested in the literature, and singles out the veridicality approach. 

The second section, after a brief overview of the polarity-related parts of Udihe grammar, 

introduces the notion of witnessedness in order to account for the nature of positive 

polarity of ideophones. I extend this approach to the Udihe expressive perfective verbs 

with the suffix -k and show that Udihe PPIs exhibit diversity with respect to their 

distribution, and can be divided into “weak” and “strong” ones, according to their 

distributional preferences, similarly to their non-ideophonic counterparts in other 

languages. I suggest a hypothetical evolution cycle of ideophones, used with auxiliaries, 

that shows that their expressivity can fade away in the course of time and can be 

strengthened again. The final section contains conclusion.  

 

Polarity Literature Review 

As mentioned in the Introduction, there is an enormous literature, devoted to 

polarity sensitivity, not only within the generativist syntactic tradition, where this notion 

originated, but also in formal semantic and pragmatic frameworks. A profound critical 

survey of negation and polarity research can be found in Horn and Kato,
182

 and it is 

conveniently complemented by the review of the more recent literature by 

Giannakidou.
183
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The Syntactic and Semantic Accounts 

The term polarity item was introduced by Carl Baker, but it has been Klima
184

 

who defined both the conceptual structure of the polarity phenomenon and the research 

program on polarity for many years ahead. Since Klima, formal syntactic and 

semantically-oriented approaches to polarity have concentrated on the key concept: 

licensing conditions. Negative polarity items are licensed (or triggered
185

) by their 

contexts, and, conversely, distribution of positive polarity items has to be restricted, since 

they are repelled, or anti-licensed by negation. For example,  

Negative Polarity item (NPI) care to: 

 

I don‟t care to go to Siberia. 

*I care to go to Siberia. 

Positive polarity item (PPI) would rather: 

 

I would rather go to Brazil.  

*I wouldn‟t rather go to Brazil. 

PPIs must scope over negation and never below it, hence, the term “polarity” with 

respect to PPIs indicates not limited distribution of PPIs, but their limited scope, as in the 

semantically ambiguous sentence John didn‟t buy some books. It is not the case that some 

is ungrammatical in the scope of negation, but rather it forces a reading in which some 

takes wide scope over negation, e.g. if John bought two books out of five. Likewise, PPIs 

force metalinguistic negation reading (representing “an emphatic denial of a preceding 
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speaker‟s assertion,”
186

 in Baker‟s terms). Metalinguistic negation is defined by Horn
187

 

as a special non-truth-functional use of the negation operator, a means for objecting to the 

appropriateness or the form of an utterance rather than denying the truth of a proposition. 

The classical example of a metalinguistic negation is I don‟t like it – I LOVE it. 

Not only is there no clear parallelism between NPIs and PPIs, but neither negative 

nor positive polarity items represent uniform classes. Overt negation plays the main role in 

polarity sensitivity, but some of the NPIs can also occur in syntactically non-negative 

contexts, such as questions, comparatives, or antecedents of conditionals.
188

 To 

accommodate these non-negative contexts that, contrary to expectation, license NPIs, 

Klima introduced an abstract feature [Affective]. For example, the factive be surprised is 

an affective element, and can trigger an NPI anything: We were surprised that John said 

anything. (cf. the ungrammatical *John said anything.) 

The abstract [Affective] feature, postulated by Klima, found its semantic content in 

a purely semantic account by Ladusaw (1980)
189

 that takes an entirely different approach to 

polarity. For Ladusaw, negation is a case of downward-entailing, and NPIs are licensed 

within the scope of negative or downward-entailing contexts. Downward entailing 

elements reverse the relation of semantic strength and license inferences from supersets to 

subsets (i.e. from the general to the specific). For example, the sentence She sang 
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beautifully is semantically “stronger” than She sang. Therefore, She sang beautifully entails 

the sentence She sang. The downward monotonicity approach is the most elaborate and 

coherent theory of distribution of polarity items to date.  

Only under a very rough characterization, NPIs occur only in negative sentences, 

and PPIs have “the boring property that they cannot scope below negation.”
190

 In fact, 

their distribution is more complex and is best characterized in syntactic terms: NPIs must, 

and PPIs cannot be c-commanded by downward entailing elements, or, in other words, 

NPIs must occur within the immediate scope of clausemate negation, while PPIs cannot. 

This is the so-called locality condition,
191

 exceptions of which are metalinguistic negation 

contexts, where PPIs can occur within the immediate scope of clausemate negation. As 

Szabolcsi
192

 notes, the following facts have been a challenge for scalarity-based polarity 

theories. First, unlicensed NPIs (such as *He saw anything) can be “rescued” when they 

are embedded under a negation:
193

 I don‟t think he saw anything. Second, the so called 

“intervention effect”: scopal interveners, e.g. always, can block NPI-licensing and 

“shield” PPIs, as in the following pair of sentences:  

(42) * I didn‟t always say anything. 

   I didn‟t always say something.
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In Szabolcsi‟s purely syntactic analysis, scalarity plays no role in PPI distribution. 

She proposes to analyze PPIs as double NPIs,
194

 which seems quite natural, as it reminds 

of the ability of two negations to cancel out. Considering two different accounts for NPIs 

and PPIs (grounding NPI-hood in scalarity and PPI-hood in referentiality), Szabolcsi is 

concerned whether such explanations naturally extend to all NPIs (or PPIs). This issue 

has been effectively addressed in the veridicality-based variation approach by 

Giannakidou.
195

 

Progovac
196

 provided a syntactic account of positive and negative polarity that 

elegantly reduces polarity item licensing to the same principle as anaphor/pronoun 

binding within the tradition of Government and Binding Theory.
197

 Under this approach, 

Negative Polarity Items are anaphoric in nature and therefore are subject to Principle A of 

the Binding theory (i.e., they are c-commanded by the negative element), while PPIs 

obey Principle B of the Binding theory and must be free within the clause. Thus, NPIs are 

similar to reflexive pronouns: they must be licensed by a local antecedent, while PPIs are 

similar to personal pronouns: they need not be licensed, and cannot be locally bound. 

However, as Horn and Lee
198

 noted, “[t]he fundamental premise underlying Progovac‟s 

binding-raising analysis of NPIs is that the phenomenon of polarity is essentially nominal 

and indeed anaphoric,” which is not always the case.  
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Polarity studies often concentrated on a small set of expressions and showed little 

interest in the nature of polarity items. As Lucia Tovena put it, “English any is one of the 

few expressions unanimously acknowledged as negative polarity items.”
199

 Formal 

semantic accounts added considerable refinement to Ladusaw‟s 
200

 downward entailment 

concept, observing that polarity items are not uniform with respect to their licensing 

conditions. Thus, Zwarts 
201

 brought up variation among polarity items, suggesting a 

hierarchy of NPI strength, based upon De Morgan‟s laws of formal logic. Depending on 

the logical properties of their environment, Zwarts divided NPIs into “weak” (such as 

ever, need, care that require only a monotone decreasing context), “strong” (any... at all, 

or lift a finger, requiring an antiadditive context), and “superstrong” (those that require 

antimorphic contexts, e.g., one bit). Thus, licensors may have different strength. A 

similar classification of polarity items according to the logical strength of their licensing 

contexts is proposed by van der Wouden:
202

 classical negation (anti-morphic, such as 

not), regular negation (anti-additive, such as nobody or never), and minimal negation, 

which is downward-entailing (or monotone-decreasing) (such as hardly).
203
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Krifka 
204

 is concerned with the following question: “Why does the distribution of 

weak and strong NPIs seem to depend on algebraic concepts like monotone decrease or 

anti-additivity?” Krifka derives the distribution of various types of polarity items from 

their semantic structure and informativity. He discusses expressions of a general nature 

(anything), operators that widen the applicability of a predicate ((not) much of a, at all), 

referentially non-specific expressions (ever), idiomatic expressions that denote 

particularly small or large entities (a word or an iota that denote minimal utterances, a 

red cent that denotes minimal amounts, or tons of that applies to maximal amounts), and, 

finally, the presuppositional PPI already. Under this formal semantic (scalarity, or 

“domain widening”) approach, the failure of any in a positive veridical sentence follows 

from informativity: the use of unlicensed any renders propositions too weak to be 

informative. For example, the widened affirmative statement *I saw any book on the 

table is too weak, and, hence, not very informative, while the widened negative statement 

I didn‟t see any book on the table is fine. 

Krifka‟s semantically-based scalarity (or domain widening) analysis influenced 

the morphologically driven approach by Lahiri
205

 that concentrates on the lexical 

properties of polarity items. Lahiri attributes polarity of NPIs in Hindi to their lexical 

semantics and morphological compositionality: NPIs are made up of an indefinite 

existential one and the focus particle bhii “even,” which creates a conflict when they 

meet in an affirmative sentence. He argues that the conflict can be resolved in negative 

and downward entailing contexts, where NPIs are admitted. This scalarity-based 
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approach is very appealing, because it reflects morphological compositionality of Hindi 

NPIs. Nevertheless, it fails to predict their variable distribution, as Giannakidou
206

 

notices. Using morphological evidence in essentially semantico-syntactic accounts of 

polarity is not unusual, especially when dealing with morphologically rich languages as 

Serbo-Croatian
207

 or Russian.
208

 

 

Pragmatically-Based Accounts  

Polarity studies in the functionalist school of thought might have appeared as a 

reaction to the mainstream syntactic licensing approaches that failed to provide a 

transparent “motivation” of polarity phenomena and did not aim to account for 

distributional, cross-linguistic and lexical-semantic variation of polarity items.  

Michael Israel
209

 offers a lexical semantic explanation for the distribution of 

polarity sensitive items within a usage-based model of Construction Grammar. On this 

view, there are collocational dependencies between polarity items and licensing 

constructions: “polarity items are, in effect, idioms and ... their distributions are learned 

on the basis of conventional usage.”
210

 Israel does not aim at discovering recurrent cross-

linguistic generalizations and argues that the diverse sensitivities of polarity items can be 
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explained only through the detailed study of a large range of examples. This approach 

attributes diversity among polarity items to their different pragmatic functions: emphasis 

and attenuation, combined with the scalar values. Israel divides of polarity items in 

English into four classes:  

1. Emphatic NPIs: any, ever, the least bit, give a damn... 

2. Emphatic PPIs: tons of N, constantly, utterly, in a flash,...  

3. Attenuating NPIs: be all that, overmuch, long, much, need... 

4. Attenuating PPIs: somewhat, rather, a hint, more or less, would just as soon... 

Another work within the Construction Grammar that views a polarity item and its 

licensor as a “construction” is by Hoeksema.
211

 It addresses polarity in Dutch and English 

and suggests that polarity sensitivity is the result of a process of grammaticalization. In 

this, Hoeksema is in accord with Horn and Kato
212

 who maintain that Jespersen‟s cycle 

plays a central role in the development of negative polarity 

 

The Empirical Approaches  

Most polarity phenomena are of speaker-oriented nature, typical of colloquial 

uses; dictionaries usually keep silent about them. As if trying to make up for the narrow 

focus of formal accounts that show little interest in typology of polarity items, the 

empirical polarity studies are corpus-based and, without much theorizing, strive to collect 

and document as many polarity items as possible, especially PPIs, that have been mostly 
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neglected in syntactic and semantic models. Thus, Soehn
213

 presents a multilingual 

(English, Romanian and German) database of polarity items, found in various corpora.  

Bouvier 
214

 has accumulated an impressive collection of French positive polarity 

items, such as informal words and expressions, idioms, abbreviations, slang and 

unassimilated foreign words, technical terms, expressives and diminutives. These PPIs 

are often intended to express the existence and are affectively “positive.” Rather than 

searching for licensors of PIs, Bouvier offers a system of complementary features and 

provides a syntactic explanation to the inexistence of an item “at once Increasing and 

Decreasing, or at once Scalar and Punctual, or at once Existential and Universal.”
215

 

 

The Veridicality Approach  

The pragmatically-centered veridicality approach by Giannakidou
216

 builds upon 

formal logic (“domain widening”)
217

 and syntactic (“binding” and “locality 

restriction”)
218

 models, and aims to account for variation of polarity phenomena. 

Giannakidou recognizes three possible sources of positive polarity sensitivity: lexical 

properties of polarity items, a referential deficiency (as in the case of the indefinite some) 
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and speaker‟s commitment to the truth of the statement (e.g., for speaker-oriented 

adverbs).  

Following Zwarts,
219

 Giannakidou gives the following definitions of 

(non)veridical and antiveridical operators in terms of modal logic: 

Let Op be a monadic
220

 propositional operator. Then: 

(i) Op is veridical just in case Op p → p is logically valid. Otherwise Op is 

nonveridical. 

(ii) A nonveridical operator Op is antiveridical just in case Op p → ￢p is 

logically valid. 

 

Basically, a veridical operator is one that preserves truth, and a nonveridical 

operator is one that fails to. An antiveridical (or averidical, in Zwarts‟ terminology) 

operator is similar to the downward entailing context in that it reverses the factuality: for 

example, regret is veridical, and doubt is nonveridical.
221

 The nonveridicality approach 

does not reject the notion of downward entailing, but rather broadens it, since downward 

entailing operators are subset of the nonveridical. 

Veridicality and nonveridicality can be viewed as a more formal replacement for 

the vague traditional typological characterizations of “realis” and “irrealis” mode. The 

realis-irrealis dichotomy plays an important role in understanding polarity. Realis is 

comparable to referentiality, singled out by Giannakidou as a feature of PPIs: “PPIs like 

some are thus the opposite of NPIs in terms of referential properties: they tend to be 
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specific.”
222

 This makes Giannakidou‟s proposal particularly attractive for typologically-

oriented linguists, e.g., Ernst
223

 and Hoeksema.
224

  

It is interesting to compare two different accounts of the same group of positive 

polarity items, speaker-oriented adverbs, by Nilsen and by Ernst.
 
Nilsen addresses the 

rarely discussed positive polarity items (speaker-oriented adverbs, such as allegedly, 

fortunately, possibly, and evidently) in terms of scalarity (“domain widening”) approach, 

going back to Kadmon and Landman.
225

 He concentrates on a single item – possibly. In 

his view, the positive polarity of speaker-oriented adverbs follows from analyzing them 

as “domain shrinking quantifiers.”
 
This explains why speaker-oriented adverbs usually 

precede but do not follow negation, though it does not account for their varied 

distribution (some of them are barred from antecedents of conditionals and in the scope 

of downward-entailing operators like rarely, while others are blocked only in the scope of 

true negation).  

Ernst develops Nilsen‟s approach to speaker-oriented adverbs as PPIs, without 

appealing to scalarity. Speaker-oriented adverbs are incompatible with the scope of local 

negation, thus, the sentence John unfortunately disappeared is fine, while an attempt at 

its negation #John didn‟t unfortunately disappear is problematic. Under the veridicality-

based theory of polarity licensing, the distributional patterns of speaker-oriented adverbs 
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are due to the veridicality of their contexts. Ernst divides speaker-oriented adverbs into 

two groups: “strong” PPIs that are systematically blocked in the scope of all the 

nonveridical environments (that include regular negation, questions, conditionals, 

negative counterfactuals) and “weak” PPIs that are blocked only in the scope of regular 

negation. The “strong” group includes the more “emotive” items like amazingly, luckily, 

unfortunately, and unbelievably, that are factive and express full speaker commitment to 

the truth of the proposition, which explains their inability to occur in nonveridical 

contexts, such as questions, conditionals, and so forth. The “weak” group includes other 

evaluatives (such as mysteriously and conveniently) as well as the modals, that do not 

guarantee full speaker commitment to the truth, which results in their compatibility with 

some nonveridical contexts.  

I will not delve into a comparison of advantages and disadvantages of all the 

overviewed approaches to polarity, first of all, because I do not feel competent enough to 

discuss in fine detail all of the potentially divergent predictions they make, and also since 

not all of them are relevant for positive polarity items (thus, as Szabolcsi (2004)
226

 

showed, mere downward entailment plays no role for analysis of PPIs). The review of the 

literature, that approaches polarity from different perspectives, shows that Hoeksema
227

 

is, probably, right, when he characterizes polarity items as “a loosely-knit group of 

expressions with overlapping distributional properties.”  
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On a more optimistic note, there is no insurmountable rift between semantic and 

syntactic perspectives that often combine both approaches, occasionally providing 

morphological argumentation in support. One can trace succession between earlier and 

recent proposals, so the field is not as unmanageable as it might seem at first glance. 

Keeping in mind that our subject is the positive polarity of ideophones, the veridicality 

approach by Giannakidou
228

 seems to be the most promising. It aims to capture the 

variation of polarity items and combines advantages of formal syntactic analysis 

(licensing and locality condition) with the explanatory power of semantic accounts and 

the attention to the lexical-semantic nature of polarity items, typical of pragmatically-

based theories.  

  

Udihe Ideophones and Polarity Sensitivity 

As the literature overview shows, a uniform treatment of all polarity items is 

unattainable, but, on the other hand, in spite of being diverse, positive polarity items 

display a “family resemblance.” By virtue of their incompatibility with negation that is 

well documented cross-linguistically, ideophones clearly belong to a large and varied 

group of PPIs that, according to some authors, also includes emphatic “maximizers” (tons 

of, constantly, utterly, a whole lot ), attenuating PPIs (somewhat, pretty, fairly, rather, a 

hint, more or less, would just as soon), speaker-oriented adverbs (unfortunately, 

obviously, possibly, luckily) a number of idioms (in the blink of an eye, in a flash, kick the 
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bucket), and expressives (damnably, and as hell).
229

 But what is the source (or sources) of 

polarity sensitivity of ideophones? Why do they allow metalinguistic negation but shy 

away from regular negation and from some other contexts, known as “nonveridical”? 

Finally, do all ideophones have the same restricted distribution, or are they as diverse as 

other polarity items? 

One possibility is that ideophones, alongside with expressives,
230

 as has been 

suggested by some authors, are non-propositional, that is, they express non-truth-

conditional meaning, belong to a special affecto-imagistic
231

 dimension and are not 

subject to the laws of formal logic. Diffloth
232

 argues as follows: "Adjectives and 

adverbs, like predicates, function in the conventional semiotic domain, where having 

truth values and being negatable are fundamental characteristics. Expressives [i.e. 

ideophones] do not operate in that domain...”
 
This would imply that the logical notions of 

downward entailing and veridicality/nonveridicality are just irrelevant for ideophones 

with their non-truth-conditional meaning. Since most accounts of polarity sensitivity rely 

on the logical properties of a sentence, this would automatically exclude ideophones from 

any semantically-based account of polarity. However, as the closer view at the literature 

on ideophones shows, such “multi-dimensional” models tend to exaggerate the gap 
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between ideophones and the regular lexicon, and are controversial. The most telling 

example is the debate on “bi-dimensionality” of Japanese mimetics between Kita, a 

proponent of their exceptionality, and Tsujimura,
233

 who argues in favor of semantic and 

syntactic integration of mimetics in Japanese in the framework of Construction Grammar. 

Kita proposes that logical negation as an operation in the “analytic dimension” is not 

possible because the sentence is semantically a hybrid: the mimetic encodes information 

in the “affecto-imagistic” dimension, and the rest belongs to the analytic dimension. 

“There is no level of representation where all the semantic elements ... are organized as a 

monolithic structure, over which a negative operator can have a scope. ... Thus, 

metalinguistic negation is the only possibility.”
234

  

In a similar vein, if all Udihe ideophones were as syntactically detached, as has 

been suggested, the syntactic approach would be irrelevant for their analysis in general 

and as PPIs in particular. Just by virtue of their “syntactic aloofness,” there would be no 

scope and no licensors, no syntactic dependencies or ambiguities and this would put an 

end to the discussion of ideophones in syntactic terms. An alternative is not to postulate 

extra dimensions, but to approach utterances with expressives and ideophones from the 

syntactic point of view in order to explain their peculiar distribution. For example, 

Postma 
235

 analyzes Dutch taboo words as verb-less “small clauses.”  
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Huang and Ochi
236

 propose the existence of an interrogative “Attitude Phrase” to 

give a purely syntactic account for behavior of a “wh-question with an attitude” in 

English, Chinese, and Japanese. Similarly, den Dikken and Giannakidou
237

 suggest that 

what-the-hell phrases (the so called “agressively non-discourse-linked wh-expressions”) 

in English and Greek are polarity items that must be licensed under c-command, while 

additional lexical features: domain extension and negative attitude are also important. 

Polinsky
238

 extends this approach to explain the peculiar syntactic behavior of similar 

Russian expressions.  

As we have seen in Chapter 2, Udihe ideophones can take part in syntactic 

relations and, hence, can and must be discussed in syntactic terms. Although different 

groups of ideophones display different syntactic patterns, which also needs to be 

accounted for, many ideophones can combine with copulas and auxiliaries (examples 

(19-22) in Chapter 2), can have their own arguments (see (28)), and some of them exhibit 

number agreement (example (11)). Here a brief digression on negation and questions in 

Udihe may be in order, since these notions are important in the forthcoming discussion of 

polarity sensitivity of ideophones.  
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Negation and Polarity in Udihe 

Udihe does not have “negative concord,” and does not formally differentiate 

between constituent negation and sentential negation that scopes over the entire 

proposition.
239

 Negation is expressed with the negative auxiliary verb e-, which precedes 

the content verb and may take various morphological forms, while the content verb is 

represented by its uninflected stem: e-si-mi ŋene <NEG-PAST-1SG go> “I did not go.”  

The content verb can carry aspectual and other derivational suffixes. Either the negative 

word itself or the noun phrase with the negative modifier must be strictly preverbal. This 

means that the negative verb competes with ideophones for the focus position, which can 

partially account for the ban on ideophones in negative sentences.  

Even with evidentials, in case of “observed absence” an ideophone cannot scope 

below sentential negation. In the following example, instead of the expected ideophone 

puñarr the regular cognate verb is used:  

(43)  Zugdi-la     i:gi-e-ni.   E: to:=da      e-ini           puña-na   gune. 

house-LAT enter-PAST-3SG INTER fire=FOC  NEG-3SG smoke-DIR  EV 

(He) entered the house. (And sees) even the fire is not smoking (there is nobody 

in the house).  

As we have seen, athough ideophones are banned under the scope of same-clause 

“classical” negation, they are compatible with metalinguistic negation (objecting to the 

appropriateness or the form of an utterance). Metalinguistic negation in Udihe is marked 

prosodically, but structurally does not differ from the regular negation (see example 

(33)). Contrastive constituent negation is expressed periphrastically:  
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(44) Ei  b„ata  e-ini   bie,  aziga  bi:-ni 

this  boy  NEG-3SG  be  girl  be-3SG 

“This is not a boy, but a girl (lit. “This is not a boy, is a girl.”) 

For some constituents, negation is expressed by specialized sentence 

constructions: thus, existential and possessive constructions, which require the habitual 

impersonal copula bie in declarative sentences, are negated with the impersonal 

existential negation anči “(there is) no”:   

(45) O-du       tue  ima:  anči. 

this-DAT  winter  snow  no  

There is no snow here in winter. 

There can be several negative (in fact, indefinite) pronouns in a clause, all with a 

negative interpretation:  

(46) Ni:=de  j‟e-we=de   e-ini   sa:. 

who=IND  what-ACC=IND  NEG-3SG  know 

“Nobody knows anything.” 

It must be noted that, like in Korean and Japanese, in Udihe, there is no 

prenominal negation corresponding to “no,” and there are no contrasting pairs, such as 

John didn‟t see anyone vs. John saw no one: 

(47) Ivana  ni-we=de   e-si-ni    ise. 

Ivan  who-ACC=IND  NEG-PAST-3SG  see 

Ivan didn‟t see anyone (or “Ivan saw no one”). 

As it is typical for verb-final languages,
240

 Udihe does not have dedicated 

negative pronouns. Instead, non-specific indefinite pronouns, followed by the clitic =dA 
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“and, too, even,” are used.
241

 Besides deriving indefinite pronouns, =dA has many other 

uses: it can be employed as a focalizer, topicalizer, or intensifier, and can express 

additive and alternative focus, as well as coordination. One of its meanings is “even.” It 

also marks the focus element in embedded questions and both parts of the disjunction in 

indirect “whether” questions. Interpretation of the indefinite non-specific pronoun 

depends on the general polarity of the sentence:  

(48) a.  I:le   ŋene:-i?  

    where  go.PAST-2SG 

    Where did you go? 

b.  I:le=de  ŋene:-zeŋe-i.  

    where=IND go.PAST-3SG 

    (I) will go somewhere (but I do not know where exactly). 

c.   I:le=de  e-si-ni    ŋene.  

     where=IND NEG-PAST-3SG  go 

    (He) did not go anywhere. 

The numeral omo “one” and the adverb emne “once,” followed by the focus 

particle =dA, are typical NPIs:
242

 

(49) Odu  omo=do   g‟aja   anči. 

here  one=FOC  duck  no 

There is not a single duck here. 

The degree adverb ñaŋga “a little” under the scope of negation attaches the focus 

particle =de and becomes an NPI “at all, at the least” (cf. (50a) and (50 b)):  

                                                 
241

 There is one more series of indefinite pronouns in Udihe: specific indefinite pronouns with the 

clitic =ke/ka/ko that presuppose the existence of the corresponding referent. They are used in affirmative 

realis contexts and are typical “strong” PPIs. 
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(50) a.  Dogbo  ñaŋga   zaka:-ni. 

    at.night  a.little   snow.slightly.PAST-3SG 

    At night, it snowed a little. 

b. Mafasa ñaŋga=da e-si-ni    deu. 

    old.man at.all=FOC  NEG-PAST-3SG  be.tired 

    The old man was not tired at all. 

Universal pronouns (such as ni dexem “everyone,” j‟eu dexem “everything” and 

i:le dexem “everywhere”) are typical positive polarity items. Apparently, they are “weak” 

PPIs, since they are not compatible with negation, but can occur in other nonveridical 

(irrealis and generic) contexts. The particle dexemi is compositionally complex (<de-xemi 

“FOC-all”, cf. Nanai xem “all, everything”) and has a reduced form dexem or dem, like 

ideophones in a prosodically strong position. Another example of non-ideophonic PPIs 

are some “frozen” idiomatic adverbial expressions, denoting the passage of time.  

Some ideophones can co-occur with lexical negation, which, however, does not 

mean that they are sensitive to negative polarity. Ideophones are compatible with 

negation that is part of the semantics of the verb, expressing disappearance or distruction, 

as in examples (26) and (51b), or when negation is expressed by the negative copula anči, 

as in (51a):  

(51) a. Ña=da  ña  kum-kum   anči  osi-gi-e-ni.
243

 

   again=FOC again  empty-empty.IDPH  NEG  become-REP-PAST-3SG 

   Again, there was nothing left at all.  

b.  Ŋafu-ŋafu     bude-kte :-ti. 

     completely-completely.IDPH  die-DIST.PAST-3PL  

     (They) died out completely. 
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The use of ideophones to emphasize the marked absense, or absence as a result, 

where ideophones scope over lexical negation, does not contradict the witnessedness 

requirement. In this case, we deal with “observed absense;” it will suffice to recall that in 

many languages, there are ideophones, denoting silence, a marked absence of sound or 

noise.   

 

Questions in Udihe 

Udihe polar (yes-no) questions are not marked by any additional morphological 

means or changes in word order compared to the corresponding declarative sentence. 

They are differentiated from the corresponding declarative sentences only prosodically: 

the last word is marked by a higher and more prolonged intonational contour, as in the 

following example (if the constituent tue “in winter” were in focus, tue would receive a 

higher pitch). 

(52) Lena  tue  eme-gi-ze? 

Lena  winter  come-REP-SUBJ 

Will Lena come back in winter? 

In wh-questions the position of the interrogative word is strictly preverbal, 

according to the rule of the preverbal focus, but multiple wh-questions are allowed (in 

this case, apparently, not all interrogative words are focused). The only exceptions are the 

“explanatory questions” with the question words i:mi (jemi) “why?”, je-du “what for?”, 

ono “how?” or ono bi: “how come?” They are usually clause-initial, and other words can 

intervene between the verb and the interrogative. Noteworthy, this is the only type of 

questions (often asked rhetorically, conveying suprise or dismay) that admits ideophones.  
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(53) Si  jemi  säl-säl    odo:-i?
244

 

you  why  pale-pale.IDPH  become.PAST-2SG 

Why are you looking so pale? 

Probably, this exceptionality of “why”-questions is due to the fact that these 

question words stand for adjuncts rather than arguments. Under the information structural 

account, the occurrence of ideophones in why-questions can be attributed to some 

pragmatic peculiarity of “why:” as distinct from other wh-questions, the type of answer 

that is expected here is not predicted by the question word, it can be a phrase, but can also 

be as long as a complete story. The ideophone occupies the vacant focus position that in 

other types of questions is occupied by interrogative words. A proposition of the form “p, 

because q” presupposes the truth of p. This presuppositional property is inherited by a 

why-question. In other words, in a why-question, the “non-why” portion corresponds to a 

presupposed proposition.
245

 

After the brief excursion into the syntax of Udihe questions and negation, it seems 

fairly obvious that there is nothing esoteric in ideophones that would prevent us from 

approaching them from a syntactic perspective. Nevertheless, it remains not entirely clear 

to what extent the expressive nature of ideophones has an effect on their incompatibility 

with certain contexts. The main syntactic features of Udihe that follow from its verb-

finality (the preverbal focus, lack of distinction between constituent and sentential 

negation, and a possibility to add an element sentence-finally as an “afterthought”) and 

the interrelated fact that ideophones usually constitute the focus of a sentence show the 
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direction where to look for a possible explanation for the peculiar distribution of 

ideophones as PPIs. However, I will not be pursuing this approach here, since further 

research is needed in order to gather and classify polarity items in Udihe and to more 

precisely specify their licensing contexts.  

In the above discussions of different theoretical approaches to polarity 

phenomena, a number of areas for future research have been identified. One that has not 

received due attention is the evolution of polarity items, in other words, their diachronic 

aspects. An attempt of the “diachronic syntax” of Udihe polarity items might seem a 

daunting task, taking into account that the documented time depth of Udihe history does 

not exceed eighty years, but the available texts and comparison with related Tungusic 

languages suggest a possible path of cyclical rise and fall of one type of polarity items 

that will be addressed below.  

 

Ideophones with Auxiliaries  

Udihe ideophones differ with respect whether they can be used with the 

auxiliaries (w)o:- “do”, ŋene- “go”, copulas bi- and bie “be,” and the verb ede- “become” 

(see Table 3). Compatibility with the auxiliary (w)o:- is not unique for ideophones, it is 

also characteristic of expressive verbs with the suffix -k and perfective verbs in 

alternating action construction. These periphrastic constructions render an intensive, 

alternating and/or sudden action in the past and stand out by their prosodic markedness; 

none of them co-occurs with negation or irrealis moods (imperative, conditional and 

subjunctive).  
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Compare the examples below: (54a) with an expressive verb, (54b) with the 

alternating action construction, and (54c) with an ideophone: 

(54) a.  Uta-digi  aziga   ŋua-gi-e-k     o:-ni. 

    that-ABL  girl  sleep-REP-PAST-EXPR  make.PAST-3SG 

    Then the girl fell asleep. 

b. {Fonari}  zegdel‟e   su:g‟e   o:-ni. 

    flashlight flare.up.PERF  die.out.PERF  do.PAST-3SG 

    The flashlight  flickers (repeatedly). 

c. Uli   pice-pice   o:-ni. 

    water  spray-spray.IDPH  make.PAST-3SG 

    The water spilt with spray. 

Following Ernst,
246

 who divided speaker-oriented adverbs into two groups, 

according to the “strength” of speaker commitment, we can distinguish between strong 

(factive) PPIs that express full speaker commitment to the truth of proposition and are 

systematically blocked in the scope of all nonveridical contexts, and “weak” PPIs that are 

blocked only in the scope of the clausemate sentential negation and can occur, contrary to 

expectation, in some nonveridical contexts, such as questions, antecedents of 

conditionals. There are reasons to believe that Udihe expressive verbs with the suffix -k 

are “strong” PPIs, although this needs further research. 

 

A Diachronic Perspective on Positive Polarity  

Although it is acknowledged that the contemporary period of polarity research 

started with the discovery of the so called Jespersen‟s cycle that “is responsible for the 
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birth of both negative concord and negative polarity,”
247

 the diachronic approach plays 

almost no role in current formal theories of polarity. There is some similarity between the 

reanalysis of a post-verbal NPI as a negation marker, as in French, and the evolution of 

affirmative ideophonic compounds. Crucially, pragmatic expressivity and related 

prosodic strengthening, obviously, play an important role in both cases.  

The standard “grammaticalization” scenario is that at some point, the verb o:- 

“make” underwent a reanalysis from a full verb to an auxiliary, and then from an 

auxiliary to a derivational suffix. As we have seen in Chapter 2, ideophones can be used 

with or without auxiliary verbs, and it is not always obvious, whether the auxiliary has 

been elided or is plainly absent, especially since in the copula in the present tense in 

Udihe is not required. For Udihe ideophonic adverbial PPIs, the proposed ideophonic 

cycle looks as follows: 

1) An ideophone is used independently or as an adjunct (PPI) and is very 

expressive (puñu: “puff (about rising smoke).” 

2) It integrates into the sentence, combining with the auxiliary verbs o:-”do, 

make,” nixe- “do”, or ŋene- “go” (in the Northern dialect), and loses some degree of its 

expressivity (puñu: ŋene:- “go puff” (about rising smoke). 

3) Reanalysis results in a de-ideophonic inflecting verb with the suffix that goes 

back to the auxiliary. Expressivity weakens, focus moves, ban on negation is lifted (puña-

na- “smoke rises”). 
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4) A new (often cognate) ideophone is added again as a PPI to strengthen 

expressivity (ideophone is in focus, the redundant de-ideophonic verb “bleaches” and can 

be omitted) (puñu puña-na- “smoke is rising going puff”). 

5) Ideophone is used independently again. This is the endpoint of the cycle and – 

possibly – the start of a new cycle (puñu “puff”). 

For example, the hypothetical “cycle” with the ideophone puñu “puff, belching 

out smoke” might look like this: 

 puñu: > puñu: ŋene:- > puña-na- > puñu: puña-na > puñu:.  

I will repeat here several examples of reduplication from Chapter 2 that illustrate 

the synchronic coexistence of an expressive reduplicated ideophone and a cognate regular 

verb (55a), as well as the ability of ideophones to form an expressive construction with 

cognate verbs (55b):  

(55) a. guza-guza   “torn “      cf. guza-li- <tear-INC->   “tear” 

    kakta-kakta   “in two”      cf. kakta-li- <crack-INC->   “crack” 

    bukta-bukta   “completely broken”     cf. bukta-li- <brake-INC->   “brake” 

    xer-xer    “in a hurry”      cf. xeli-ne-  <quick-DIR->   “hurry” 

b.  čipče-čipče-čipče čipče:-ni  “packed up tightly”  

     bäku-bäku bäku-o-ni  “wetted properly” 

     ciŋu-ciŋu ciŋo-si-e-ni   “swinging side to side” 

As the combination of an ideophone with an auxiliary reanalyzes as a verb, the 

other ways of expressing the same sense do not necessarily fade away, they can be 

maintained with specialised roles that differ with respect to expressivity.
248
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The strategy of deriving compound verbs from ideophones with subsequent 

structural reanalysis is pervasive in Tungusic languages (at least, in Negidal, Evenki and 

Nanai). Thus, in Evenki
249

, the light verb o:- “do, make” that is attested with several 

ideophones, in most cases has been reanalyzed as a part of the stem. This explains why in 

Evenki freestanding ideophones are not numerous: they have been “absorbed” by verbs. 

The process is still underway, since, contrary to expectation, the suffix -o:- does not 

harmonize with its vowels:  

(56) tas-o:-   “crack (of ice)” (v.)  cf. tas   “crack!” 

la:nder-o:- “wave, flap (v.)  cf. landur o:-    “wave, flap” 

se:kser-o:- “stain with blood” (v.) cf. se:kse-r  “stained with blood” 

sar-o:-  “babble” (v.)   cf. sar seme   “babbling” (Manchu) 

The same type of reanalysis can be detected in Negidal
250

 with the verb ta- “do, make:”  

(57) čexo-ta- (v.)  “crunch, squeak” cf. čexor-čexor “crunch of snow under the ski”  

ŋoni-ta- (v.)   “wind, coil (about a snake)” cf. ŋoni-ŋoni “winding, coiling.” 

In Nanai,
251

 the verb ta- “do, make” is preserved, e.g. gekel-gekel ta- “nod,” while in 

Udihe it has been reanalyzed as the non-productive verbal suffix -ta-. Its traces remain in 

the following verbs:  

(58) safu-ta- “rustle”    cf. safu-safu  “rustling”  

pou-te-  “get dark”   cf. pou-pou  “dark”  

p‟a-ta-  “blacken (about berries) cf. p‟a-ligi “black” 

xuta-ta- “redden”   cf. xuta-ligi “bright red” 

pice-te- “break”   cf. pice-pice “into smithereens” 
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The coexisting different stages of the proposed “cycle” can be synchronically 

observed in cognate languages and in Udihe, as we have seen in the previous sections. 

Thus, there are isolated ideophones, their reduplicated forms, and combinations of 

ideophones with cognate verbs and auxiliaries. They have similar referential meaning, 

but differ with respect to their expressivity: ideophones with or without linking verbs are 

PPIs, and de-ideophonic verbs are less expressive and polarity-neutral, although they, 

too, tend to be used in non-negative contexts. 

This type of reanalysis is only one of the possible ways of exchange between the 

core lexical items and ideophones, which is a two-way process. On the one hand, some 

ideophones join the stock of the regular lexicon via lexicalization or reanalysis, since 

their sound-symbolic motivatedness can fade away with diachronic change, but, on the 

other hand, the class of ideophones can attract new members, when regular verbs are 

stripped of morphology, or initially non-motivated lexical items attach expressive 

suffixes.  

The same cycle might hold for uninflected perfective verbs in -k, expressing 

“witnessed past.” They can be used as PPIs with or without an auxiliary, but, when 

followed by (w)o:- “do,” they can undergo reanalysis as a single verb:  

(59) koŋko-k        o-zoŋo-i        >     koŋko-ko-zoŋo-i   

beat-EXPR do-FUT-1SG.        beat-EXPR-FUT-1SG 

I‟ll beat you up. 

While Jespersen saw a phonetic motivation for the cycle, Condoravdi and 

Kiparsky suggested a pragmatic motivation, driven by the expressive use of language: it 
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is necessary “to maintain contrast between plain and emphatic negation” after “semantic 

weakening of emphatic negation.”
 252

 The Tungusic de-ideophonic verb chain, proposed 

here, differs from the famous Jespersen‟s cycle in its “polarity.” It is closer to the chain of 

development over time of new euphemistic expressions, when the old ones lose their 

euphemistic value – the endless process, known as “euphemism treadmill.”
253

  

The life cycle of ideophones shows that there can be one more source of positive 

polarity that is located within the PPI itself: the “expressive” morphology, or lexical 

semantics. Its traces can account for the residual positive polarity of de-ideophonic verbs.  

 

Ideophones, Veridicality and Witnessedness  

Let us take a different, “veridicality,” perspective and try to see whether it can 

help find the common semantic denominator of all the environments where ideophones as 

PPIs occur or, at least, to account for the variation among ideophonic PPIs. To sum up 

what has been said on this matter in Chapter 2, what all ideophones have in common, 

despite different degree of their integration into syntax, is their role in discourse: they 

convey a particular sense of immediacy and vividness, which explains why they are rare 

in elicited separate sentences.  

A sentence with an ideophone usually is a positive assertion with simple past that 

describes event as personally witnessed by the observer (the speaker or the protagonist), 

although this feature may be put to wrong use in deceptions. Sentences with ideophones 
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often include the evidential and quotative particle gune, related to the verb of speech gun- 

“say, tell,” and can contain the particle ceze “indeed.” For the same reason, ideophones 

are not compatible with discourse particles that express uncertainty or probability, such 

as saina “probably” and bize “maybe” that goes back to subjunctive (bi-ze <be-SUBJ>).  

An important feature of many ideophones is their detailed semantics, conveying a 

speaker‟s personal perceptual experience. Even in the absence of the evidential marker, 

an ideophone itself signals first-hand evidence, conveys speaker‟s commitment to the 

witnessedness and often a high degree of strength with which the assertion is made. The 

degree quantification should be ascribed to a well-defined set, i.e. the referent or the 

constituent that an ideophone modifies must be highly salient in the context. Therefore 

ideophones tend to occur in sentences with a non-generic reading, as they modify 

individuated entities (specific nouns) or individuated events. At the same time, their 

extreme referentiality allows ideophones to do without finite or personal agreement 

morphology (only derivational morphology is characteristic of ideophones)
254

 and to be 

used in independent clauses. Referentiality can be reduced without need of morphological 

expression, when the illocutionary force is already predictable and supported by prosody. 

This is a traditional explanation for the reduced morphology in various kinds of 

“expressive” categories cross-linguistically, including vocatives, imperatives and 

exclamations. For example, lack of inflection (neutralization of person/number and other 
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verbal features) is a hallmark of the Slavic expressive forms
255

 and, in particular, for 

Russian “verbal interjections,” formed by truncation.  

 

A Digression on Russian “Verbal Interjections” 

The discussion of ideophones and polarity here is limited to the Udihe language, 

but a comparison to a similar phenomenon in the neighboring, though not related, 

Russian can lend additional support. In Russian, there is a class of the uninflected 

perfective verbs that render instantaneous events. This intriguing class has been labeled 

as “verbal interjections” by Shakhmatov,
256

 “ultra-momentary aspect” by Peshkovskij,
257

 

and “sound gestures” by Isachenko.
258

 Reformatskij
259

 treated them as “ultra-momentary 

sub-aspect of the perfective aspect”, distinguishing between “interjections” such as xlop! 

“clap, bang!” and the homonymous uninflected verbal forms (xlop) that are derivationally 

connected : xlop! < xlop-a-t‟< xlop-nu-t‟< xlop “clap, bang.” Like ideophones in Udihe, 

the Russian uninflected verbal forms can be reduplicated: pryg-pryg “hop-hop,” and can 

take arguments, e.g. assign the instrumental case:  
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(60) A  ona dverju   xlop.     (Russian) 

and  she door-INSTR  bang  

She banged with the door. 

Formation of “verbal interjections” is not a fully productive process, and it admits 

some degree of “creativity,” especially since “verbal interjections” belong to the 

colloquial language.  

Uninflected expressive verbs never attach prefixes, otherwise characteristic for 

Russian verb derivation, and are clearly derived by truncation from semelfactive 

(momentary or punctual) verbs with the suffix -nu-: pryg “hop” < pryg-nu-t‟ “to hop,” 

although for many of them there are homophonic nouns. What they have in common with 

the Udihe perfective deverbal ideophones with the suffix -k, is their incompatibility with 

negation (this peculiarity of the Russian uninflected perfective verbs has not received 

attention in the literature, since all discussion traditionally turned around their 

morphology). Although Russian and Udihe uninflected perfectives as such are not sound-

symbolic and do not exhibit any “wild” phonemes, their clipped form and emphatic 

pronunciation do show a relationship with instantaneous events that they render. Their 

pragmatic contribution is very similar to that of ideophones. Probably, the most famous 

use of a Russian “deverbal ideophone” is in Bulgakov‟s novel “Master and Margarita.”
260

 

This literary example is particularly illustrative of how ideophones, which are supposed 

to perform a “veridical” function and to express speaker‟s commitment to the truth, can 

be utilized as a tool of deceit (the speaker actually did not observe the scene he 
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describes): 
 
 

 

(61) Pravaja noga xrust’ popolam! Levaja xrust’ popolam.   

[I saw it happen. Can you believe it? ...] Scrunch – away went his right leg, 

scrunch – off came his left leg!  

This is one more reason to replace the term “veridicality” for “witnessedness” that 

does not necessarily imply commitment to the truth, as in Udihe myths and folk tales, 

abundant with ideophones.  

Russian uninflected perfective verbs on their own deserve a thorough analysis in 

terms of polarity, but they seem to be “strong” PPIs, since they are excluded from all 

“nonveridical contexts,” not only from the scope of negation properly.  

 

Ideophones in a Wider Discourse 

This section surveys a number of sentence examples where ideophonic PPIs are 

attested, as well as contexts where speakers of Udihe choose not to use them. The formal 

syntactic account of distribution of ideophonic polarity items is a matter of future 

research, and, hopefully, it will explain variation of their distribution in strictly 

affirmative and loosely veridical contexts. However, such questions as “Under what 

circumstances do speakers choose to use ideophones?” and “When in the wider discourse 

do they prefer to use the regular language means?” apparently cannot be answered in 

purely syntactic terms.  

Consider a pair of examples below: (62a) illustrates the preference of a non-

ideophonic perfective converb xutakta-na- “sparkling” in the adverbial temporal clause, 

while in the second example (62b), a cognate ideophone xutakta-xutakta is employed: 
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(62) a. ...To: xutakta-na-isi-ni,  e-zi-u    ŋelekce.  

      fire sparkle-DIR-PC-3SG NEG-IMP-2PL.EX  be.scared 

     When it starts sparkling, don‟t be afraid.  

b.  Lugi belie ilaktaŋ-ki-ni ...  ja:-digi-ni  xutakta-xutakta to: edi-ne-kte-ini.
261

  
      Lugi fairy appear-PAST-3SG eye-ABL-3SG red-red.IDPH fire wind-DIR-DIST-3SG  

     The fire fairy appeared ...   red-hot sparkles are flying out from her eyes.  

Here it is important that the sentence (b) with an ideophone depicts a new scene 

(appearance of a fairy), witnessed by the protagonist, while in the sentence (a) the context 

(temporal adverbial clause) is nonveridical. 

The following two examples come from one and the same tale where they were a 

few sentences apart. The first of them (63a) describes a desired (irrealis) situation. It 

contains a verb in the subjunctive mood that signals nonveridicality, i.e., the absence of a 

presupposition or entailment of truth in the actual world, therefore the regular color 

terms, p‟aligi “black” and c‟aligi “white,” are used. The second example (63b) with the 

evidential particle gune and the discourse particle ceze “true” renders the same event as 

real, observed by the character, and therefore the color is expressed by means of the 

ideophone pa:li-pa:li “black”: 

(63) a.   Omo koktou-ni  p‟aligi omo  koktou-ni  c‟aligi  bi-ze. 

      one  half-3SG  black  one  half-3SG  white  be-SUBJ 

      Let one half be black, and the other half let be white. 

b. …Ceze,  omo   koktou-ni  pa:li-pa:li  bie   gune.  

        true    one  half-3SG  black.black  be.PRES.HAB  EV 

     ...(He sees), indeed, one half is very black.  

                                                 
261

 Both examples (62 a and b) are from Simonov and Kyalundzyuga 675.  
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The preliminary syntactic explanation of the presence of ideophones in 

constituent wh-questions takes into account the competition for the focus position 

between the interrogative and the ideophone. If we approach questions from the 

viewpoint of veridicality, yes-no questions are typically nonveridical, that is, they do not 

assert truth values. Therefore, ideophones are barred from sentential questions, but are 

felicitous in constituent wh-questions that are a veridical environment. In constituent 

questions, there is a presupposition that the event in the question has actually taken place: 

only one of its participants is being questioned. It is common for Udihe “weak” PPIs to 

be used in prohibitions and rhetorical questions: 

(64) a.  Ono  tukäla-zaŋa-i   sagb’ai? 

    how   run-FUT-2SG   barefooted 

    How will you run barefooted (in winter)? 

b.  Iŋeni  päl’ai   e-zi:   xuli. 

    winter  unbuttoned  NEG-IMP  walk 

    In winter, do not walk unbuttoned.  

In (64b), the “weak” ideophonic PPI päl‟ai “unbuttoned” is licensed, in spite of 

the fact that it co-occurs with the prohibition (negation plus imperative) that doubles 

nonveridicality of the context. Here the ideophone päl‟ai “unbuttoned” is syntactically 

higher than negation (it is a secondary predicate, “depictive,” that expresses a condition 

or state of the subject, rather than directly modifying the verb, and scopes over the 

prohibition.) In the example (64a), sagb‟ei “barefooted” also appears in a double-

nonveridical context (a rhetorical question plus future). Here sagb‟ei “barefooted” is also 

a secondary predicate, denoting a state, but it occupies a sentence-final (“afterthought”) 

position, which might be a result of syntactic movement, since the prosodically strong 

focus position is already occupied by the interrogative ono “how?”  
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In most examples of why-questions with ideophones, the ideophone is added as 

“afterthought” material with the focus particle =dA, as in (65): 

(65) Si      mine-we  idu    gazi:           t’otom-t’otom=de? 

you  me-ACC  why  carry.2SG  piggyback.IDPH=FOC 

Why [lit. “what for”] are you carrying me piggyback?
262

  

There are enough problematic cases, where ideophones are used in irrealis 

contexts, and – rarely – with regular negation, as in the example (66a) below with a 

double nonveridical (purpose and imperative) context that felicitously accommodates an 

ideophone. Cf. (66a) with the elicited example (66b) without an ideophone: 

(66) a. {Lampa}-wa  deunci-je  pou-pou      e-lege-ni   bie. 

      lamp-ACC  light-IMP  pitch.dark.IDPH  NEG-PURP-3SG  be 

     Light the lamp, so that it is not that dark.            (a naturally occurred sentence) 

b.  Ba:-la  xakti:  e-i   bie.  

     place-LOC dark  NEG-PRP  be  

     It is not dark outside.     (an elicited sentence) 

Co-occurrence of some ideophonic PPIs with irrealis suggests that they may vary 

in their “strength”: “strong” PPIs are excluded from all nonveridical contexts, while 

“weak” PPIs can survive with modals, in interrogative, future, subjunctive, conditional 

and similar environments. A possible syntactic explanation of this violation of the 

veridicality principle could be that the nonveridicality of the embedded clause with 

negation is “cancelled” under another nonveridical (imperative) operator, in the spirit of 

Szabolci
263

. However, from the pragmatic point of view, the situation, described as pou-

                                                 
262

 Kormushin 174. 

 
263

 Szabolcsi. 
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pou “being pitch-dark” is a pragmatic implicature, since it is witnessed by both 

participants of the conversation, and the purpose of the utterance is to put the end to this 

observable state of affairs. Thus, the pragmatic implicatures (in this case, 

“witnessedness”) can be stronger than the veridicality conditions.  

Another example where an ideophone occurs in a nonveridical (though a 

witnessed) environment, in a “headless” relative clause with the auxiliary, agreeing with 

the omitted relativized object: 

(67) ña=da   ña=da   nuani  dogdi-e-ni   uli-le   

again=FOC  again=FOC  she  hear-PAST-3SG  river-LOC 

päkčik-päkčik  o-i-wa-ni.
264

 

splash-splash.IDPH  make-PRP-ACC-3SG 

Again and again she heard (something) splashing in the river.  

Here the whole situation is observed (heard) by the character, which explains the 

“illicit” use of the ideophonic PPI in the relative clause, while in general, ideophones are 

restricted to affirmative mono-clausal sentences. The verb dogdi- “hear” is semantically 

veridical and marks evidentiality that typically is rendered by the evidential particle gune. 

The adverbial ña=da ña=da “again and again” is, in its turn, another PPI that modifies 

the lower, embedded situation (splashing) rather than the higher matrix verb “hear.” This 

kind of “PPI raising” reminds of a similar process in speaker-oriented adverbs or the 

“negative raising,” a.k.a. Shifted or Transferred Negation, where a matrix negation is 

interpreted as applying to an embedded constituent:  I don‟t think he‟s coming. – I think 

he‟s not coming.  

                                                 
264

 Simonov and Kyalundzyuga 747.  
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This survey of the possible counterexamples to the “veridicality” requirement for 

licensing PPIs concludes the final chapter of the thesis. It demonstrated remaining 

problems raised by the attempt to analyze Udihe ideophones as PPIs, and did not offer 

definitive solutions. Most importantly, it showed that these problems are not specific for 

ideophones but rather suggest inclusion of ideophones into the broad linguistic context.   
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Chapter IV. 

 Concluding remarks 

 

In this thesis, I have proposed a connection between ideophones and polarity 

sensitivity, phenomena that traditionally belong to two independent domains of 

linguistics. Under this approach, the often mentioned tendency towards incompatibility of 

ideophones with negation is an instance of the more general phenomenon of polarity 

sensitivity.  

Following the veridicality approach, I suggested that the common pragmatic 

feature of contexts where ideophonic PPIs are sanctioned is witnessedness that signals 

direct evidence (or purposefully creates an illusion thereof), rather than characterizing 

speaker‟s commitment to the truth of the proposition. The proposed witnessedness feature 

follows from the discourse function of ideophones: to convey the perceptional experience 

of the speaker to the listener. The lexical-semantic source of polarity sensitivity of 

ideophones is their phonological, sound-symbolic and prosodic strengthening that is 

linked to their preverbal focus position in the sentence and, ultimately, to their 

expressivity, shared with some other classes of PIs. Crucially, ideophones in general and 

their polarity sensitivity in particular can be described without leaving the linguistic 

dimension. 

In conclusion, although I have not provided a syntactic or formal semantic 

analysis of PPIs in Udihe within a single theoretical framework, I hope to have shown 

that these data are relevant to current issues in the analysis of polarity, and to have 

convincingly argued for the inclusion of ideophones in future research on cross-linguistic 

polarity items.   
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Appendix I. Further Examples of Udihe Ideophones
265

 

 

1. Ideophones formed by full reduplication 

 

bukta-bukta  “completely 

broken”  

cf. bukta-li-   <break-INC-> “break” 

čoloŋo-čoloŋo “hobbling” cf. čoloŋo-lo-  <limp-V-> “limp” 

guza-guza “in tatters”   cf. guza-li- <tear-INC-> “tear” 

kakta-kakta  “cracked in two”  cf. kakta-li- <crack-INC-> “crack” 

kef-kef “crunching”  cf. kefu-ge- <crunch-DEC->  “crunch” 

kiŋde-kiŋde  “smashed 

completely” 

cf. kiŋde-si- <break-IM->  “break” 

kur-kur    

(kulu-kulu) 

“ready, properly”  cf. kule-gi- <prepare-REP->  “prepare” 

palu-palu  “blunt” cf. pala-    “get blunted” 

pata:-pata:   “floundering” cf. patata-na-  <flounder-DIR->  “flounder” 

xer-xer  

(xeli-xeli) 

“quickly, in a 

hurry” 

cf. xeli-ne-   <quick-DIR->  “hurry” 

 

 

 

2. Ideophones formed with the suffix -k 

(abrupt sounds (knocks, clicks, smacks etc.) or sudden actions) 

 

bigzak-bigzak  “(walk) bow-legged”  cf. bigzei  “bow-legged” 

cofok-cofok  “deer buck foot-fall” cf. cof‟o-cof‟o; cofok “splash, plop” 

čauk-čauk   “falling with a hiss 

(about coals )”  

cf. čau  “hissing (about coals)” 

                                                 
265

 The data presented here come from my field materials, as well as from (Kormushin 1998), 

(Simonov and Kjalundzjuga 1998), (Simonov et al. 1998), Schneider, A Concise Udege-Russian 

Dictionary, and Schneider, Materials on the Language of the Anyui Udihe. The listed ideophones come 

from both dialects of Udihe.  
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ček  “in readiness”  cf. čeki, ček-ček (id.) 

kälak  “tinkling, jingling” cf. kälai-kälai  “sound of a knife 

slipping against metal” 

kuak-kuak  “dry (about bread”)  cf. kuakta-kuakta  “dried out” 

lek  “momentarily” cf. lekie  (id.)  

pösok-pösok  “deer cow foot-fall 

in water” 

cf. poso- poso “splash” 

tafak  “plump” (with a 

sudden or heavy fall) 

cf. tafu  “through” 

weŋbek-weŋbek  “hobbling”  cf. wembe-lilili  (id.) 

 

 

 

3. Ideophones formed with the suffix -m 

(state, condition or posture of the main clause participant, or a state as a result of a 

preceding event) 

 

bokčom-bokčom “rolled up” cf. bokčom “writhed, squirmed” 

c‟am “white” (resultative) cf. c‟a-ligi (adj.) “white” 

gabam-gabam “covered with pimples” cf. gabam  “with pimples” 

gäm “pale, bluish” cf. gä-ligi (adj.) “pale” 

geŋgem “motionless, still”   

kicom  “upright, on end”  cf. kico-ligi (adj.) “sticking out” 

kofiem  “dry, hardened” cf. kofier (adj.) “rustling” 

logzom  “being crooked”  cf. logzo-ligi (adj.) “crooked” 

neptem “flat(ly)” cf. nepte-ligi (adj.) “flat” 

ŋem  “bright” cf. ŋe-ligi (adj.)   “light, bright” 

pukcem  “bulging, blown up”  cf. pukce-ligi (adj.) “bulging” 

sambam  “widely spread, apart” cf. samba-samba  “folding and 

spreading” 

tegdim-tegdim  “tasteless, bland”   

xanim-xanim “tasty”  cf. xani (adj.) “fatty” 

zobom-zobom  “with difficulty, hard” cf. zobo- (v. ) “labor, toil” 
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4. Ideophones formed with the suffix -mzi 

(a feature or state that is a result of a preceding action) 

  

xutamzi  “having become red”  cf. xuta-m  “being red” 

ñomzi  “having become green” cf. ño-m  “being green” 

tikpomzi  “pitted, pimpled”  cf. tikpe-si- (v.)  “to nail” 

kičomzi  “sticking out” cf. kiča:l- (v.) (Evenki)  “to stick out” 

pukcemzi  “blown up, distended” cf. pukce-ge- (v.) “to swell up” 

sakämzi  “bleeding” cf. sakä-na- (v.) “bleed” 

 

 

 

5. Ideophones formed with the suffix -g‟ai/-g‟ei/-g‟oi/-gu: 

(state, shape or color; not compatible with verbs of motion) 

 

bokčog‟oi  “(lie) writhed, squirmed” cf. bokčo- (v.) “get wrinkled” 

bombog‟o: “(lie) having rolled oneself 

up” 

cf. bombo-ligi “round, like a 

ball” 

kagbag‟ai “like a knob, prominent” cf. kagba-kagba “stumpy, 

thickset” 

kicogu:  “sticking out” cf. kico-m “upright” 

kuasig‟ai “(lie) having rolled oneself up” cf. kuasi-lie “winding” 

logzog‟oi “arching the back” cf. logzo-logzo “arching the 

back” 

loŋgiŋg‟oi “(sit) with the head hung” cf. loŋgiŋ-loŋgiŋ  “nodding” 

moŋtogu: “round (and motionless)  cf. moŋto-li- (v.)  “roll up” 

mugdig‟ei “having coiled up” cf. mugdil‟-

mugdil‟ 

“winding” 

päktagu: “thick (about a sitting person)” cf. päkta-m “being thick” 

sagbagu: “(stand) barefooted” cf. sagba-m “barefoot” 

sezegu:  “(stand) disheveled” cf. seze-ligi “disheveled” 

xutag‟ai  “bright-red (about the sun)” cf. xuta-ligi “bright-red” 
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6. Ideophones formed with the suffix -r 

(an impression of amorphous entities (water, fire, wind, snow, smoke etc.) and turbulent, 

uncontrolled movement, or loud resonant sounds) 

 

josor  “open, unbuttoned” cf. joso-g‟oi  “open, 

unbuttoned” 

kefur  “crunching”  cf. kefuge- (v.)  “crunch” 

kieŋgur  “gliding easily” cf. kieŋgu-kieŋgu  “slippery” 

kuar  “sound of shaving wood” cf. kua-si- (v.)  “shave wood” 

pirr “suddenly (pour down)”  cf. pi:-si- (v.)  “sprinkle” 

potor “sparkling (about 

firewood)  

cf. potolo: “running (about 

blood)” 

pukčer  “full to bursting”  cf. pukče-ge- (v.) “distend, swell up” 

puñar “rising up” cf. puña-na- (v.)  “emit smoke” 

sabar   “leaky” cf. sabda- (v.)  “drip” 

suar “bubbling”  cf. sua-sua  “bubbling” 

tekčer “protruding”  cf. tekte-ligi  “cone” 

xuŋtar   “swirling,  whirling”  cf. xuŋtu:  “whirl” 

xutar “sparkling” cf. xuta-ligi   “bright red” 

 

 

 

7. Ideophones formed with the suffix -xine/-xina  

(state or position of the subject) 

 

gigbaxine  “showing teeth” cf. gigbu-gigbu “showing teeth” 

kemdoxine “gliding, floating with 

wind” 

cf. kemdu, kemdem  “wide and 

swaying” 

kicoxine “(with tail) up; sticking out”  cf. kico-m “upright” 

legdexine  “standing still”  cf. legde-m “standing still” 

montoxine  “being round; rolled up” cf. monto-li- (v.)  “roll up” 

pälaxine “open, unbuttoned” cf. päl‟ai; päm “open” 

päktaxine  “thick and motionless” cf. päkta-m “being thick” 
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potoxina  “(boil) bubbling over”  cf. poto-r  “sparkling” 

sagbaxine  “barefoot”  cf. sagba-m  “barefooted” 

sezexine  “disheveled”  cf. seze-ligi  “disheveled” 

sokcoxine “on end (about hair, fur”) cf. sokcom “upright, shaggy” 

zogoxine  “agape, open-mouthed”  cf. zo:-no- (v.) “open the mouth” 

 

 

 

8. Ideophones formed with the suffix -lie, lilie, lilöu 

(the manner of motion, posture or the appearance of a participant of a dynamic event, 

often along with distant deixis) 

 

b‟alili-b‟alili “flashing (about small white objects)”  

bigzalili “bow-legged (in movement)” cf. bigzak-bigzak “bow-

legged” 

gamdalieu: “gliding down” cf. gamda-gamda 

“flapping” 

mogzolie  “(flowing) in loops, winding” cf. mogzo-m (id.)  

puñalili  “swirling ( smoke seen at a distance)” cf. puñar “smoke rising” 

sagbalili: “(running over there) barefoot” cf. sagba-m (id.) 

sezelilie: “(came) disheveled, unkempt” cf. seze-m (id.) 

sokcolili  “(with hair) on end; upright (in motion)”  cf. sokco-m (id.) 

tekcelöu “like a black dot (an arrow)”  cf. tekce-m (id.) 

wagzalilieu “putting legs widely, in skating style 

(skiing)” 

cf. wagza-mi (id.) 

xolili-xolili “flashing yellow” cf. xo-ligi “yellow” 

xutalili “being red (in motion)” cf. xuta-m (id.) 

zogolilöu   “agape, open-mouthed (in motion)”  cf. zogo-m (id.) 
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9. Ideophones formed with the suffix -leti(e)/-lati(e)/-loti(e) 

(an impression of smth. flashing, moving, often – falling down). 

  

cagbalatie-cagbalatie  “moving the ears” 

(about hares, deer)” 

cf. cagbam;   

cagba-latie 

“with ears on end” 

gikpeletie  “glittering and falling 

down (about beads)”  

cf. gikpe- (v.) “glitter” 

kedeletie  “motley and flashing” cf. kede-ligi (adj.) “striped” 

kemdeletie  “gliding down” cf. kemde- (v.) “be spread” 

kombilotie “(falling) topsy-

turvy” 

  

legdeletie “stopping suddenly” cf. legde-k “by jerk, abruptly” 

montolotie “rolling down” cf. monto-ligi (adj.) “round” 

p‟alatie  “black and flashing”  cf. p‟a-ligi (adj.) “black” 

poŋolotie “rolling down” cf. poŋgolie-

poŋgolie 

“rotating” 

pontolotie “whirling, spinning” cf. pontoli id. 

wembeletie- 

wembeletie 

“hobbling” cf. wembe-lilili “toddling” 

xutalatie “smth. red flashing 

and falling”  

cf. xuta-ligi (adj) “red” 

zeŋgeletie “swinging, unsteady” cf. zeŋge-zeŋge  “shaking, 

swinging”  

 

 

 

10. Ideophones formed with the suffix -ñe-ñe/-ño-ño/-ña-ña 

(intensification of a feature) 

 

bakči ñoño “(very) wrinkled” cf. bakča-m  “wrinkled” 

c‟añoño “dazzling white” cf. ca-ligi  “white” 

duŋmañaña “pink” cf. duŋma-la  “pink” 

gäñaña “pale” cf. gä-m  “bluish” 

igbeñeñe “soft” cf. igbe-ne- “to soften (skin)” 
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kedeñeñe  “(very) stripy” kede-ligi  “stripy” 

köloñoño  “trodden” kölo-kölo “very smooth, trodden” 

logboñoño  “(very) thick (of fur)” logbo-logbo “shaggy” 

ŋafuñeñe “dense, thick” ŋafu-ŋafu “bearded” 

p‟añoño “absolutely black” p‟a-ligi  “black” 

ŋeiñoño “impression of a 

lightning in the 

distance” 

ŋei-ŋei “bright, broad daylight” 

sezeñeñe “shaggy” seze-m “shaggy” 

xoñoño  “bright yellow” xo-lo “yellowish” 

xutañoño “bright red” xuta-ligi “red” 
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Appendix II. Pitch Diagrams 

 

 
 

Uta xuli:    tauxi  ŋene-i,  auxi  ŋene-i, xokto köloññ     xokto  köloññ    bie  gune. 

that walk.PRP there go-PRP here go-PRP trail trodden.IDPH trail trodden.IDPH 

be.PRES.HAB EV 

She walks here and there, and (she sees) there is a trail, a well-trodden trail.  

Fig. 1. A Prosodic Peak Localized on an Adjectival Ideophone. The pitch diagram 

illustrates a sentence with the repeated ideophone köloññ “well-trodden” that is clearly 

marked with pitch jumps and the length of the geminate ññ. 
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...teu   zuge  bede  bi:-ni   pili-pili=de. 

everything   ice  like  be-3SG  smooth-smooth.IDPH=FOC 

(She starts climbing the mountain and sees) it is as smooth as ice, very slippery.   

Fig. 2. A Sentence-Final Prosodically “Weak” Ideophone. The pitch diagram 

illustrates drop of pitch on a postverbal ideophone. The highest pitch falls on tu: “all”, 

where it drops from 180 Hz to 106 Hz during the duration of the long vowel. The next 

peak is bede “like”, at 157 Hz. The ideophone is lower. The first pili reaches 143 Hz, and 

the second one – 136 Hz. 
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 Eniŋe   moxo-tigi  zakta  gampa-wa-ni  olokto:-k,   

mother  bowl-LAT  millet   porridge-ACC-3SG  cook.PAST-EXPR  

 

imo:  nede:-k,   uniŋa  nede:-k.  

fat  put.PAST-EXPR  spoon  put.PAST-EXPR 

The mother cooked millet in the bowl, put some fat and put a spoon. 

 

Fig. 3. Prosodically Strengthened Expressive Verbs. This pitch diagram presents 

sentence with three coordinated expressive verbs. Each of them is clearly marked with a 

pitch jump, which is especially obvious for the first one (olokto:k). 
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Appendix III. List of Abbreviations Used in the Glosses 

  

ABL Ablative case 

ACC Accusative case 

=CONT Contrastive particle 

DAT Dative case 

DEC Decausative 

DIR Directive 

DIST Distributive 

EV Evidential  

EX Exclusive 

EXP Experiential 

EXPR Expressive 

=FOC Focus particle 

FUT Future 

IDPH Ideophone  

IC Imperfective converb 

IM Imperfective 

IMP Imperative 

IN Inclusive 

INC Inchoative 

IND Indefinite pronoun 

INF Infinitive 

INTER Interjection 

INST Instrumental case 

HAB Habitual 

LAT Lative case 

LOC Locative case 

NEG Negation 

PAS Passive 

PC Perfective converb 

PL Plural 

PP Past participle 

PRES Present 

PRP Present participle 

PURP Purposive converb 

{   } Russian loan words 

REP Repetitive 

SUBJ Subjunctive 

SG Singular 
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